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WRTC Wracked by Programming
and Management Problems
Numerous FCC Regulations Violated
Station Manager, Mus/c Director Resign
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WRTC Trinity's student radio station has been the source of
numerous controversies this fall.

Counseling Center Performance
Praised by Student Survey

five types of problems mentioned
on the questionnaire: Academic,
Career, Social, Sexual, and Family.
A survey that studied the According to Winer, this breakcounseling services available to down was made to determine how
students at Trinity, was completed different people and places
• last October by 500 randomly available for counseling were
nt. but it *J1 selected students. According to utilized in different situations.
Another part of the survey dealt
effort thai I1"' David Winer, Dean of Students,
one of the primary reasons for the " with the Counseling Center itself,
survey was that "the Counseling the college counselors (Drs.
g On
Center had not been studied or George Higgins and Randolph
d the
reviewed for a long time."
Lee), and the Counseling intern. In
offe
:w
The study was conducted by general, the report revealed that
n yelling Ik'
Dr. Noreen Channels and Carol the center, counselors, and intern
5 and *'orM>
ora there- <* Curtin '80 in conjunction with the are all highly regarded by those
ie Varsity a«" Counseling Center and the office students who have used them.
of the Dean of Students. According
The report showed that people
M
to Curtin, the study was planned use the Counseling Center and the
N
trip to ",f
during the summer and fall of 1978, other places that they, can go for
i
partially to determine "whether or help (i.e. Dean Winer, Beverend
41T two
not there was a need for a woman
1'uil,
Resident
Assistants),
- s and s ;
counselor at the Center." The primarily for social and academic
ne special f
problems. Fifty percent of the
turday.AW* report was completed by Channels
1
and Curtin in March of 1979.
respondents stated that they go for
ynighhll '
In the study, 500 questionnaires
academic problems, but Winer
field**'
were sent out. One hundred of
remarked that these "academic"
these, were sent to students
problems are often the result of
an ex«lW
preselected by Dr. George Higgins,
social or family problems.
defense »''
a College Counselor, because they
The report also indicated that
n the ope"'"
had used the Center in the past. It
students feel it is very important
em back *
must be noted that Higgins was that there be a Counseling Center
ted strong", the only person who saw the names
available to them when it is
Trinity sevjj; of those who had used the Center;
needed.
, well- M'?: the researchers . and the Dean's
FiftyHhree percent of those
the o f f < office were in no way connected
responding to the survey were men
;1
forwards "; with the distribution of the
and 47% were women. Most of the
[owed Ihem
questionnaires to these students.
respondents felt that the choice of
which on*"?
Of the 500 questionnaires sent
a particular counselor was most
ineir niWfiJ
out, 309 (60%) were returned. Of
important. According to Winer,
k . defend
these .309, 72 were from people , this choice has always existed.
Jl
e in scurfwho reported that they had used
In the report, Channels and
k
the Counseling Center in the past.
Curtin cited that 87% of the people
who returned the questionnaire,
The questions on the survey
felt that there were particular
dealt with the places that students
es. with
problems that women have that
go to seek counseling. There were
by Patty Hooper

lheir

change. I saw that there was no had not yet received license, apreason to remain; my resigning is as plication, forms for aliens.
eloquent a statement on my
The allegations about disc
opinion as to how the station is run jockeys appearing on the air while
as you can get." The Board of
under the influence of foreign
Directors is composed of the substances is under investigation
Station Manager, the Program - by the administration, The disc
Director, the Technical Director jockey in question was suspended
and the Financial Director.
for two weeks and is now on
probation. When asked if the use of
Music Director Mark Italia
resigned in protest over the ap- drugs was wide-spread Rogers said
pointment of a Co-Music Director . "I'm sure you can imagine the
by the station's Program Director difficulties of enforcing such a
Sam Rogers. In addition, Italia policy. I'm not going to be down
accused
the
station
of
there with a breathalizer test."
misrepresenting itself during its
Wayne Asmus, Director of
fundraising drive last year. Italia Mather Campus Center has been
also made allegations of "direct appointed by the College to advise
and blatant" violations of FCC
the Station. Commenting on the
regulations. Specifically he made
use of drugs while on the aiijAsmus
reference to a period when the
said "from what I've been told, and
station was left unattended while
it is not substantiated, its pretty
on the air, the use of drugs and
widespread."
alcohol by one and possibly more
on the air personnel, the use of
Budget Chairman
unlicensed disc ".'jockeys.; and / the
Freezes Funds
forging of logs.
The financial management of
• Rogers Confirms
the station has also been brought
FCC Violations
into question both by Italia and
Budget Committee Chairman Pam
Rogers confirmed that all the
FCC violations that were men- Wilton. Wilton has ordered the
station's funds to be frozen peiidtioned by Italia did in fact take an investigation by the Committee.
place. He stated that the station
Italia, in his letter of resignation
would be more effectively met by a was left unattended on September
:
charged that the station had
7
or
8
during
a
remote
broadcast
female counselor. The report
promoted its fundraising drive last
showed an interest in having a because Rogers could not find an
female counselor especially for engineer. Rogers commented* "I . year as being solely for an antenna
and that portions of the money had
problems of sexuality, birth wasn't terribly concerned about it.
been spent on other things.
There
was
really
nothing
that
could
control, homosexuality, and
' Financial Director William
problems of relationships with go wrong. Rogers also admitted,
.'Paine
responded "that's wrong; we
that
an
unlicensed
person
had
been
members of the opposite sex. Dean
Winer stated that this part of the on the air over the summer. Rogers . never said that the money was
study is rt least partially "outdated" said that this occurred because the. solely for- an antenna. We
person was an alien and the station • promoted the fundraising as being
cont. on p. 4
• for three main things; the antenna,
the jazz record collection and the •
classical record.collection." Paine'
said that the money had already
been spent on the two record
collections and that the.money left
in the fund was being saved,
and Hallden Engineering Laboraby Alan Levine
pending a study of the feasibility of
tory were flooded.
a frequency change.
While nearby Windsor was
As far as Crandall knew, the
Budget Committee Chairman
battered by a tornado last WednesWilton was upset by the exday, Trinity and the rest of only real damage in Mather was
penditure of $150 for a non-student
Hartford were deluged with an the Cave's thoroughly soaked
carpet.
The
damage
is
not
permanto travel to Washington, $1000 for
incredible amount of rain in a very
an equalizer and a tape deck and a
short period of time. The National ent, however. The danger is only of
$600 phone bill for the summer.
Water Service said that more than mildew and a musty odor. Crandall
two inches of rain fell on the says this problem will be solved if According to Paine, the $150 was
some dry weather arrives.
spent for a non student to travel to
Hartford area in less than an hour.
A worker in Follett's bookstore
Washington to cover a national
Aside from water covering the
black caucus; the reporter was
basement of Mather Campus Cen- said a little bit of water had come
ter, the effects of the storm on into the store. However, since the "obbed while in Washington and
could not complete his story.
Trinity were not obvious to the manager was on vacation until
Paine said the equalizer and
casual observer. In fact, Riel yesterday, no one knew whether
tape deck were purchased with
Crandall, Director of Buildings and any damage had been done.
funds from the Station's agencv
Grounds, said very little real
The only immediate irreparable
account. The Budget Committee
damage was done. In terms of damage was done to cartons of
has i:o control over the exdollars, the damage was minor.
toilet paper stored at Buildings and
penditure of money from the
Crandall explained that the Grounds, when they became wet.
account which is comprised of the
storm sewers throughout Hartford
Also, Crandall said, "Lots ot Station's non-student funds. Wilton
could not handle the sudden
onslaught of water and quickly leaks developed where they never said that the station's summer
backed up. Instead of draining the had' been before." Right now, phone bill of $600 contained over
water, the sewers became foun- these leaks are not a major 30 hours of unaccounted longproblem, but they could, lead to distance calls.
tains shooting the water back up.
In addition to Mather, the future problems with damaged
cont. on p. 15
'
-:
basements of Life Science Center masonry. ,
by Steven Elmendorf
WRTC, Trinity's student radio
station has been plagued in recent
weeks by allegations concerning
the station's observance of Federal
Communications Commission
regulations
and
College
regulations. Questions have been
raised about program philosophies,
the management structure and
fund allocations of the station.
The controversy became public
on September 22 when Station
manager Thomas Quigley and
Music Director Mark Italia
resigned. Both Italia's and
Quigley's resignation come about
because of their dissatisfaction
with the direction of the station.
Quigley, who has worked on the
station for more than three years
^aid, "To mv way of thinking, there
were certain differences of
thinking and philosophy between
myself and the other members of
the Board of Directors which it
seemed beyond my power to

Trinity Spared Major
Storm Damage
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Athletic Recruitment Held to
Small Scale at College

Ellen Rothnian from Brandeis University spoke last Wednesday in
Wean Lounge on "Love, Intimacy and Marriage in (he Nineteenth
.Century."' '. •.'\ .} '• •_.. .'.• - . / ; V

Internship Offers
Acl Experience
by Barbara Wagner

people with whom she works are
interesting and intelligent.
Caryn Berger, a junior, is one
Many times Berger is instructstudent who is taking advantage of ,'• e'd as to what she is supposed to do;
. the internship program at Trinity.'.' however, often she has to find work
Her' Internship is . with the. on her own. "That's when I learn
Provandie and Chirurg, advertising the most," exclaims Berger.
company', the largest- advertising. ••'•... Berger acquired her internship
'firm in New England. It handles '; on her own. She contacted adveraccotints.such as Eaton, Schaeffer, •. Using firms and went for interand CBT. So far Berger has worked views. She received positive
with both the Schaeffer.and CBT: responses from most of the firms
accounts.
that she contacted.
Berger, an English major/is
This internship offers Berger a
gaining experience in many aspects change from her academic life at
• of advertising. She helps with the Trinity. She works two days a week
writing of ads, and works with the for four hours at a time and will
trafficking department which deals receive one credit for the program.
with the Final product. .Editing,
She comments that it's good to be
proofreading and secretarial work exposed to a different type of
are also among her responsibilities.
learning through practical experiIn the future she will he'lp with ence.
some of the photographic assign-.
Berger is contemplating a
. ments.
...
,' , • •
career in advertising. That is trie
Berger claims her working main reason why she chose this
conditions are "very good.", "The internship. She is curious to find
people are so nice to me," says out whether she will be really
Berger. "If you show them intelli- happy working in advertising.. It
gence, creativity and responsibility also incorporates her English major
they let you do almost anything." and her special interest in art.
She remarks generously, that the
cont. on p. 4

For
Delicious
Pizza and Hot
Oven Grinders

by Carole Pelletler
The term "athletic recruiting"
seems to hold a negative connotation for many people. Recruitment,
at least as it is implimented at
Trinity, is a totally above-board
process. Because Trinity participates in a competitive athletic
conference with other schools that
recruit, "we are almost mandated
to recruit" in order to maintain
stature in the division, says Karl
Kurth, Director of Athletics.
The recruiting process, Kurth
points out, is not an unregulated
activity. Trinity operates under
four sets of guidelines. The strictest set of these guidelines is set
forth by the. New England Small
College
Athletic
Conference
(NESCAC) to which Trinity and
most of its rival schools belong..
Trinity's recruitment policy is also
bound by the rules set down by the
Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference (ECAC), the National
Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA); and the AIAW, the
national organization for women's
athletics.
The NCAA regulations prohibit
representatives
(alumni
and
friends of the college) from contacting students before they have
completed their junior year of high
school, from personally contacting
students at their hom.es and from
• excessively entertaining students
and their families.
Potential recruits may not be
given funds or transportation to
visit the campus, financial assistance or promise of employment as
an inducement to enroll at the
college,
The notion of college recruits
receiving Cadillacs and juicy scholarships does not apply to Trinity
athletes, According to Kurth, pro' spective students are offered "a
good education" by Trinity, and
"are eligible for the same financial
aid as other students."
The process of recruitment i.s
not an
elaborate
courtship.
Coaches contact students through
their high schools and invite them
to spend a weekend at Trinity to
meet students, attend classes, talk

Call when you
leave - it will
he ready upon
arrrival

with coaches and get a general idea ment on the aumissions process.
of campus life. If an athlete First, athletic ability is not given
seems to have appreciable talent, more consideration than any other
the athletic department performs a distinguishing talent. In fact, "less
"preliminary screening" of the formal" means of recrujitment are
student's academic record.
exercised in other departments.
He also stated, Admissions has
A list of promising candidates is
"total control" over who is adthen sent to the Admissions Office
mitted to the college. If any
foi further consideration. Kurth
recruitment candidate does not
sees the athletic department's
meet other requirements, he or she
effort as "creating a pool of
will not gain entrance. Coaches
students" who can contribute
may plead, but once Admissions
significantly to extra-curricular
has made the decision, Muir
programs and are also academically
said, the "book is closed."
suited to Trinity.
Muir added that the recruitW. Howie Muir, Director of. ment process helps admissions get
Admissions,' feels that the recruit a belter idea of the depth of a
ing program is a "satisfactory .student's talent, and this type of
system" which helps Admissions information is valuable to them,
to be sensitive to the athletic
"The level of recruiting at
department's desire for competi- Trinity i.s very low" reports Kurth.
tive teams. He claims a "positive While coaches are "encouraged to
working relationship" between recruit," the amount of recruiting
Admissions and the athletic depart- they do is ultimately up to them.
ment.
Some coaches do more than others
to recruit, and others "have
Muir comments that many difficulty accepting the philosophic
times "out of an athletic endeavor concept of recruiting," Kurth said,
comes an educational dimension," He docs not foresee immediate
but maintains that academics are changes in recruiting regulations,
always the primary consideration in nor does he expect any appreciable
admitting students. He feels that increase in the intensity of recruitTrinity coaches "are responsive to ing at Trinity. Because the coaches.
the college's objectives" of high are busy with many sports and
academic standards.
class instructions, there simply is
Muir stressed several points no time for extensive talent
concerning the effect of recruit- scouting'

Town-Gown Focuses
on Bushnell
"Hartford in the Thirties: The
Bushnell Memorial as Cultural
Center" will be the topic of a fivelecture series presented by Trinity
College's Town-Gown Forum this
fall.
•
In celebration of the fiftieth
anniversary of the Bushndl Hall,
five members of the Trinity
College faculty will reflect on the
importance of this Hartford landmark in the context of the cultural
life of the region.
* * • • * * • • * • # • • * • • *
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On October 9, Dr. Frank Kirkpatrick, associate professor of
religion, will speak on "Horace
Bushnell: Preacher to a Transitional Age." Bushnell, the man
tor whom the Hall is named, was a
prominent
nineteenth ceMu?y.
clergyman and civic leader.
On October Id, Dr. Eugene
Leach, director of the American
Studies program, will discuss the early history of the Bushnell in a talk
entitled, "A Dream Comes ,to
Fruition: The Bushnell's Early
Years."
Tht: music which Filled the
Bushnell during the 1930's, as well
as other musical entertainment in
Hartford, will be examined by Dr.
J. Wainwright Love, assistant
professor of music, on October 23.
An architectural treatment of
the Bushnell Hall itself will be
provided an illustrated lecture by
D/. Michael Mahoney, Goodwin
professor of the arts, on October
30.
The series will close Novembei_
6 with George Nichols, professor ot
theatre ares, who will discuss the
dance and drama which flbursihed
at the Bushnell during the 1930's. _
The lectures are scheduled for
10:30 a.m. on the five successive
Tuesdays, and all of them will be
held in the Austin Arts Center at
Trinity College. Lectures will be
followed by a question period and
coffee reception.
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Newly Elected SGA
Chooses Officers

order to get the S.G.A. started fo>the year.
Jim Pomeroy was elected
President of this years' S.G.A^ He
had served as Vice-President of the
S.G.A. last year and as President
Pro-Tern of the S.G.A. over the
summer. Craig Vought '82, was
elected" Vice-President. Though
Vought has had little experience in
government, he felt strongly that
his enthusiasm and hard-working
spirit would help the S.G.A. "get
things done."
Andrew Teitz '80, and Liz
xruitCarrigan
'81 ,• were
elected
ns get
Treasurer and Secretary, respeci of a
tively. Teitz, Treasurer Pro-Tem
fpe of
this summer,'has proven himself a
them.
hard-worker as a member of the
ing at
Cinestudio staff and the Planning
Kurth.
Board and Budget Committee of
iged to
the S.G.A. Carrigan, who served
•ruiting
ably
as Secretary of the S.G.A. last
them,
year, was unanimously re-elected.
others
David Clark '80, Lucretia
"have
Hadden '80, Andrew Teitz '80, and
Dsophic
:h said.
Asmus also asked for the Donald Jackson '83, were each
S.G.A.'s endorsement of the Red elected to the Budget Committee.
nediatc
Cross blood drive and the S.G.A.'s Pomeroy commented that he felt
lations,
help in organizing the event, which that the members of the Budget
•eciable
is scheduled for the 6th of Committee should be responsible
recruitDecember. Last year, 210 pints of and know the organizations at
:oachcs.
blood were donated from Trinity, Trinity.,
•ts and
Lucretia Hadden '80, Matt Pace
but that represents only ten
mply is
'82, and Tina Tricarichi '83, were
percent
of
the
student
body.
Asmus
talent
hopes to increase the amount of elected to the Steering Board. The
donors to 50 or 60 percent of the Steering Board forms the agenda
for upcoming S.G.A. meetings and
student population this year.
disciplines S.G.A. members who
The election of officers was also fail to carry out their duties.
on the agenda for the meeting.
The S.G.A. meets every MonMany of the representatives ex- day night at 9:30 p.m., in Mather
nk Kifk- pressed concern that they were
Hall. Non-members are urged to
issor of voting for people that they hardly • attend. Next week's agenda in"Horace knew. The majority of members
cludes elections of members to
however, that selecting
a Tran- felt,
other committees and discussion of
officers and committee members at
the man
the S.G.A.'s problems with WRTC
this meeting was important in
and the student van.
By Sharon Simon!
The Trinity Student Government Association began its 1979-80
session with a full agenda and a full
house. The Tuesday night gathering served primarily as an organizational meeting, with election of
officers and committee members
dominating the discussions.
Jim Pomeroy '81, President
Pro-Tern, brought the meeting to
order and introduced Wayne
Asmus, Director of
Mather
Campus Center, who asked for the
S.G.A.'s support of Ox Fam and
the Red Cross blood drive. Ox Fam
is spiritual fasting in which stu-'
dents are asked to give up eating at
SAGA for one day. The money
SAGA saves, as a result of the fast,
is used to help finance food stuffs
for people in poorer nations. Last
year, the S.G.A. endorsed Ox Fam
and was able to raise a substantial
amount of money .for this world
hunger organization.

es
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Eugene
American
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While some people frolicked on the Life Science Quad, others had to deal with the flooded parking lot
in the rear of the building.
•
; .

Late Night Protest Sparked by
Fraternity Party Themes
It may not have been the
carefree Polynesian romp most of
the brothers had expected nor was
it the triumphant feminist blow
prophesied by the sisters, but the
protest Saturday night in front of
Vernon's streets "New Tara" was,
not withstanding, an event of some
notability.
"We had this party last year
and no one said anything" one
grassed-skirted reveler complained. "Well we're here now"
protesters shot back. The specific

impetus for the demonstration is
not hard to trace. As fun lovers
everywhere know, every theme
party needs a splashy, galvanizing
title and, as a Psi U member was
later to explain "Kamana W.ana
aya" (come on I want to lay you)
"just seemed natural." Many
Trinity people considered this a
sexist insult and were further
incensed by the title of the theme
party a little up the road at Crow.
There the brothers called their
party "Studio 69."

All Eligible Aid Applicants Granted Funds,
Most; Come From Middle Giass
By

Bernice Rizk and
Wendy Farrrhasn

As inflation steadily rises,
financial aid becomes ail even more
necessary component of the educational system. A total of thirty
percent of the undergraduate
student body received some sort of
financial assistance from the
colltge this year, t h e financial aid

office has not yet compiled a list of
precise statistics concerning financial assistance to upperclassmen
this year, although it is known that
the majority of financial aid appli- .
cants at Trinity comes from middle
income families.
Fifty-three percent of the financial aid applicants for the 1979-80
academic year come from the
$15,000 to $30,000 annual income

bracket. Nineteen percent come
from families with annual incomes
of less than $15,000, while twenty
eight percent come from families
that have annual incomes of more
than $30,000.
A large percentage of this
year's freshman class has received
financial aid. As of June 5, 338
students who were offered a place
in the class of 1983 were offered
grants. Forty five percent, or 152 of
these students, chose to enroll at
Trinity and accepted offers of
financial aid.
A total of $544,000 was granted
to freshmen. The federal government, state governments, private
organizations and college endowments all contributed to this sum.

educations at Trinity unless the
financial aid office received. more
money. Lockwood complied with
Taylor's request; more funds were
allocated to the financial aid office.
Comparatively, this year did not
meet such complicated problems.
The financial aid budget was able
to fund one hundred percent of its
eligible applicants. This success
was due to a thirty three percent
increase in federal funding and an
increase in self-help.
Taylor commented that these
increases "reflect earning power in
the current times and for the
future."
He feels that students act
responsibly, thus making the whole
process of obtaining financial aid
easier.
"Trinity students are easy to
>work with. They are very cooperative so far as red tape and getting
things done....the federal government is being generous, but at the
same time is holding a big stick,"
explains Taylor. He elaborates that
if forms are not filled out and sent
to the proper place by the deadline,
government grants could be sacrificed.

Over-enrollment in the freshmen class last year created a
problem in the Financial Aid
Office, Each year, the office
estimates that a certain number of
accepted students will choose to
enroll at Trinity. Consequently, it
offers a larger sum to aid applicants than it actually has, Unfortunately, a greater number of
accepted students chose to come to
Trinity and accepted the financial
Trinity seems to be in a good
aid offers. Financial, aid's budget
position
to receive federal funds.
was not large
enough
to
accomodate all of the students who "Two years ago, we were able to
decided to accept the grants, loans, put in a favorable application for
federal funds," says Taylor. Now
and campus job offers.
the federal government basically
John A. Taylor, Director of
Financial Aid, arranged a meeting guarantees schools a sum of money
with President Theodore D. equal to what they received the
Lockwood to find a solution to the year before.
Though federal funds are definfinancial
overextension.
He
presented Lockwood with a list of itely necessary to Trinity's financial
all the financial aid students and aid program, the school does have
data supporting their academic a certain amount of self-sufficiency, Taylor says with relief, "Thank
achievements.
God we have built up our campusphotoby Charles Rmenheid Taylor told Lockwood that these
based funds."
. John Taylor, Director of Financial Aid
students could not continue their

More than a dozen women and
men responded, to these public
invitations with posters of their
own, "Anyone'interested in reacting strongly...'.1 A table outside of
Mather Dining Hall was hastily put
up, explanatory statements dittoed
and publicizing phone calls made.
Some of the feminists' polemic may
have sounded a not too subtle :
"these posters advertising with
blatantly sexist attitudes made no
effort to disguise intent yet...
"Kamana Wana Lay a" as opposed
to "Come on, 1 want to lay you does
attempt to disguise the actual
attitudes behind the clever words."
But the Mather stand did spark
controversy and won occassional
endorsement from the diners,
many of whom were visiting
parents.
• 'WE PROTEST SEXISM" read
the placard Cherly Berkowitz hoi?<!cd from time to time at the rally
she had helped to organize.
"LESBO'S was the reply of at least
one counter-demonstrator who had
taped his message to the window of
a car he drove down Vernon Street.
This impromptu float was draped
with white . sheets, and further
festooned with a number of magazine centerfolds. •
Barbara Robinson-Jackson, Director of Minority Affiars, lent her
sympathy to the protesters as did
Kathy Frederick, Associated Director of Public Affiars, Chaplain Alan
Tull and faculty members Diann;;
Zannoni and Bill Puka. Dean of
Students, David 'Winer, interrup-,
ted "Studio, 69"' to request a
change in the musical programming, when a song by Steve Martin
considered objectionable by some
people was played very loudly.
The. response .of many of the
party-goers to what they saw as a
persona] attack on their morals was
to, insist that they bore no .malice
toward anyone and wanted to have,
and in fact were having a "good
time."
V
. .: •
"I'm not, being used 1 cams
because I wanted to, because ]
know they're just being funny in
their choice of title," was a
response frequently used by women as they entered the fraternities. : '..".'•'•'• '.'•••
A number of people felt that,
while the messages weie funny,
they were also dehumanizing.
Aiound midnight the protesters
went their own ways, but the
parties continued on for many more
hours.
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Student Survey Results Pinpoint
Counseling Needs of College
Counseling Center. She noted that
the percentage of people who go to
because the need has been filled by other places is small (usually
full-time nurse practitioner^ Janet between 5% and 20%). For sexual
Curtis.
•
' •• • j
problems, however, students went
Janet Curtis has been trained in almost exclusively to their families
the area of birth control counseling and friends.
and she feels that she is fulfilling
Of those students who have
the need for a female counselor. used the Counseling Center, 75%
Curtis has been handling thf in- ssid that they felt that they could
formational aspect of birth control use the Center as often as they
and its psychological aspects as needed, A majority of these
well.
students also indicated that it was a
According to Higgins, the need positive experience and that it
for a female counselor at the helped them to cope with their
Counseling Center is also being problems.
met by the intern; a female
In response to an open-ended
graduate student in clinical psy- question about the Counseling
chology from the University of Center in general, 36% thought Hartford,
.
that the Center is very important
and is needed; 35% stated that they
Students felt that there is a need
knew little or nothing about the
for a 24 hour hot-line. According to
Winer, however,, this facility now ; Center; 33% thought it needed
exists as students can call Mather more publicity; 21 % reported that
Hall at any time to contact a it had a good reputation; and 11%
counselor, should an emergency suggested that there be a woman
arise. •
. • '.
counselor.
According to Noreen Channels,
Many students also felt a need
who conducted the survey for the
for drop-in hours at the Center.
Dean Winer commented that drop- counseling services, "The study did
in- hours exist in an emergency not come out with any startling i dissatisfactions" with the Center or
situation,
other services available.
:.•• The report- indicated that
Channels was quick to point
•students feel t h e Counseling
Center needs more publicity. out, however, that the study does
Regarding the survey, Winer felt not handle the actual usage of the
that "the study itself informed counseling services, only whether
people about the center." The or not people are satisfied with the
study showed that 75% of the Counseling Center. She described
respondents had hearjd about the the study as a "narrow evaluation"
.Center from other students and iof the services available. ,
only 8% had never known that it
According to Winer, there are a
existed.
wide range of counseling services
'cont. from p.. 1

i

The report cited that regardless
of the type of problem, students
tend to go first to their families and
friends for help, Aside from family
'" and* friends, however, students' go
to different places depending on
' the type of problem.
According
to Carol Curtin, -the student
\-research assistant who compiled
.'aHd;evaluated most-of the survey
• •data; for academic problems,
.students will also go to. their ad. "vise-:? or the Dean of Students; for
; social problems, they, tend to go to
: their R. A., Dean, or'the CounVseUng Center; career/problems, to
:-th"eir advisor or Career CounVseling; and family problems, to the

According to Higgins, most of
the students who use the Center
were referred to it by other
students,' though the faculty and
the Dean's office will also refer
students to the Center. Higgins
commented that while students say
there is not enough publicity and
outreach, it is not always
necessary. There is usually a point
where a student seeks help from
someone else, and that person
knows about the Center, and refers
them to the Counseling Center. In
this sense, Higgins said it is "the
gatekeepers [who] need to know"
that it exists.
According to Higgins, use of
the Center peaked in 1969 at the
height of the anti-Vietnam War
movement. In that year, 17% of all
Trinity students went to the Center
for counseling. Higgins noted that
at that time, problems were
primarily "social" in nature.
After this peak, use of the
Center declined to a low of 10% in
1977. But, said Higgins, it is now
beginning to increase again.
Last year, approximately
12'/i% of the student population
used t h e Counseling Center.
Higgins stated that now, in contrast
to 1969, the problems are primarily
"academic" ones.
Higgins also mentioned that the
largest percentage of students who
use the Counseling Center are
seniors. - He said that there is an
even number of sophomores and
juniors, and very few freshmen.

The Counseling Center, 76 Vernon Street

Ad Agency Intern
cont, from p. 2
might like a certain profession, and
This isn't Berger's first experi- Berger feels she is gaining valuable
ence with an internship. As a experience for her future,
senior in high school, she Interned
"I went into the program j
in a law firm, She then realized that
she didn't want to pursue a career knowing nothing about advertising, 'j
Obviously when 1 complete my j
in law,
Berger thinks that it is essential internship I won't know everything j
for students to experiment with about the career, but at least I'll |
jobs through internships, That is have a good idea whether or not I •
• • ' . • '
;
one way to predict how well one likeit!" •

Fights Erupt at

available to students. The report
listed 24 places that students go,
including family, friends, R. A.'s,
faculty, the chaplain, advisor, the
Career Counseling Office, the
Dean of Students, and t h e
Counseling Center, Winer also
stressed that whenever counseling
is sought through his office, the
chaplain, or the Counseling
Center, total confidentiality can be
assured.

. He noted that "many more"
women use the Center than men.
He said that 19% of the female
students use it compared to 10-11%
of the males. He stated that 53% of
the students -who seek counseling
are women and 47% are men. ,
Higgins asserted that when
Trinity became coeducational 10
years ago; the percentage of males
using the Center dropped from
15% to 8% and the percentage of
females rose from 0 to 22%.
The Counseling Center has
Higgins said that he does not
been in operation since 1963. The feel that the Center is abused by
Center, which has changed its
the students, He feels that it is used
location several times, is now to the degree that it should be,
located at 76 Vernon Street.
Higgins concluded that the
Center itself helps students. "This
service provides a prevention
aspect by its very existence." He
feels that problems tend to create
less of a panic at other counseling
levels because there js someplace
else to turn.

!

;
Two fights erupted at a party
at' Alpha Chi Rho Saturday
night, one involving $everal
Cfrow brothers'and some members of the outside community,
and one between two Trinity
students.
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According to • Wilier,' 'ithe
skirmish '.between;, the tvyo
trinity, students ,Ve"sul ted. in, an
. ihjury'taia young wornan visiting
a friend at'Trinity. Apparently,

.the middle, of the'fight."and was'
• unintentionally pushed'. She
•slipped on the floor, hit tier
hea'dv and was knocked; uncon;
sclousl The,young woman.was
According to David Winer,
Dean of Students, Security was ' "taken 'to,'the hospital and
c#le& at approximately 10:30". •released at approximately 3:00
. a.rhv • , .
'
•
pirn, to respond to an altercation
Bob Myers, president of
that developed- when several
townspeople attempted to break . Alpha Chi Rho,.was unable to
comment on the fights, stating
ireto the fraternity. Two brothers
were sent' to the hospital,' that : he had no^ first-hand
treated and released,
• .
knowledge of the incidents. •'

Rttention

\j

ByPMtv Hooper

|
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TRINITY PACKAGE STORE
PHDICEWINES & LIQUORS

Z 1
iij'JOHN W. DULKA, PROP.
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||
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Arts Calendar
Theater
The Hartford Stage Company presents "Old World" by Aleksei
Arbuzov, October 5-November 11. For more information, call the
Box Office, 527-5151.
,
•" .
The American Shakespeare Theatre in Stratford, Ct. will present
"The Babes in Toyland", October 3lTNovember- 4, and
"Beatlemania", November 14-November 18. For reservations and
further information, call 375-5000 of (203)966-333900:
•
The Long Wharf Theatre presents "Watch on the'Rhine" by Lillian
Hellman, October 4-November 11, and "Jitters" by David French,
October 16-January 13, in Stage II. For reservations and further
information, call the LWT Box Office, 787-4282.

Music
Bob Zentz. folk artist from Norfolk, Virginia, will sing his own
compositions-in concert, October 21, at 7:30 p.m., at the
First-St.Paul's Church, corner of South Whitney Street and
Earmington, Avenue, Hartford. For information, call. 562-3263.
Sponsored by the Sounding Board.
•
Cellist Harry Clark will open the Center Church Concert Series, on
October 21, at 3:30 p.m., in the Meeting House at Main and Gold
Street. For further information, please call Ruth Hamilton, Center
Church House. 249-5631. .
Nicholas Kynaston, English Concert Organist, will conduct a master
class, October 16, 7:30 p.m. For further information contact the
Trinity College Chapel 527-3151.
•/- . '

Arts
Mondrian and Neo-Plasticism in America, will be the exhibit at
Yale University's Art Gallery, October 18-December 2. The gallery
is located at the corner of York Street in New Haven. It isopened
Tuesday-Saturday 10-5; Sunday 2 p.m.-5 p.m.; Thursday 6-9.
Dr. Frank Kirkpatrick, associate prof, of religion, will speak on
.."Horace Bushnell: Preacher to a Transitional Age" October 9,
10:30 a.m., at the, Austin Art Center. This lecture is part of the
"Hartford in the 30's" series,
'
• •

Todd VanAmburgh and Mary Goodman rcheiursc a scene from the
upcoming Theatre Arts Department production of "La Ronde."

Jesters Announce "Perversity1
even make them cry. The play's
shock value comes from its reality.,
The "Jesters", Trinity's stu- We've all heard every line before. I
dent drama organization, has know these people; you know these
announced the cast for its up- people. It's all startlingly too
coming production of David true."
Mamet's "Sexual Perversity in
The cast is particularly able if
Chicago". The line-up of senior their experience is an indication.
faces includes Michael Country- Michael Countryman and Ian
man as Bernard; Ian B. MacNeil as MacNeil return to Trinity after
Dan;
Katherine
Dorsey
as spending a semester at The
Deborah; and Janet Weakley as National Theatre Institute at the
Joan.
Eugene O'Neil Center for the
The Play, under the direction of Performing Arts in Waterford.
Countryman's earlier preparaTony Chase '80, is a series of
blackout scenes in which we see tion includes training at the
Deborah and Dan falling first in, American Academy in.New York.
then out of love, as their friends His roles at Trinity include Judge
Joan and Bernie coach the romance Brack in "Hedda Gabler" and
toward destruction from the disad- Hotspur in "Henry IV".
vantage of their own sexual hang-;Ian MacNeillast worked as an
ups.
Actor at Weston Playhouse in
By Anthony Chan

Author David Mamet gained
recognition
with
"American
Buffalo", which won him the
Drama Critics Circle Award for the
best American Play of the 1977
season, and the 1976 Obie Award.
The Village Voice has written of
him, "Mamet deserves recognition
for his careful, gorgeous, loving
sense of language. He has the most
actue ear for dialogue of any
American writer since J. D.
Salinger."
-

Sintim-AAisa's Play Here This Weekend

Most of the action takes place in
a photographer's studio where the
protagonist, Kay, shares with the
audience his experiences and irori'en sarcastic reflections on the

Disco Gomes To Trinity

By Joseph McAIeer
This exposure, as well as some
It appeared to be an ordinary experience as a D.J., should
Friday morning lasf weel - general- definitely aid the show, he feels.
ly quiet, with a few hard-rockers "It's ecstacy," Frankie feels about
blaring the same old music on their the show, whose purpose is to
accelerate "the expansion of disco
hi-fi's.
• " : .
Suddenly, a new sound entered in the Connecticut area."
the WRTC airwaves at two o'clock
"Disco Galaxy" lasts from two
in the morning. '-'Good evening, to six every' Friday morning. A
and welcome into the Disco wide variety of music is played
In "Sexual Perversity" the ear Galaxy," one of the hosts pro- from popular Donna Summer tunes
Give up cigarettes
is shockingly acute, as Time claimed, and the '. only all-disco to those .of, the 'French group
for just one day:-You
Magazine obvserved, " M a m e t is program on WRTC this year was Cerrone.- Listeners- .may be surjust might give ;em-up'
the first playwright to create a inaugurated.
prised with the number of catchy
f o r g o o d ; ' ' ; •.;•;:•',
'
Sam and Frankie V. are the tunes the duo- broadcast that are
formal and moral shape out of the
THE GREAT A M E R I C A N
undeleted expletives of our foul- hosts of this new show, a unique heard only: in professiorra,l discos.
SMOKEOUT.
addition to the station's jazz, rock
mouthed time,"
A request line is opened for the
, American Cancer Society.
When asked if the 'undeleted and soul format. . *
audience to request their favorites
Sam
Simkins,
a
junior
exchange
expletives' and bold subject of
as well. In ; ally Simkins and
"Sexual Pervisity in Chicago" will student from Bowdoin College,
Valdinoto create a finger-snapping
hails
from
Meadowbrook,
Pennsyloffend its audience, director Tony
and boogeying atmosphere • that
Chase said, "Shock them perhaps, vania, a suburb of Philadelphia.
greets the Friday dawn every week.
Being
from
"RockyV'
hometown,
but it won't offend them. It might
Ironically, the "Discci Galaxy,"'
Sam is not lacking in enthusiasm,
determined to "capture the late- program over WRTC is the onlynight fun disco audience" and all-disco program originating in the
create a strong following for the Hartford area. It'soniy competition
show. Sam's experience in disco on the airwaves is W M A S - F M , .ai
the West African Youth Festival, deejaying is substantial, having disco station out of Springfield.
repressive nature of Ghanian soand this year in Munich he worked for a successful on-the-toad^ . In spite of their show's time
ciety. In another scene, a humorous
appeared in Horizon, the World club during the summer.
chapel sermon asks questions
slot, Sam feels that he and Frankie •
Arts Festival and in London under
about religion and Christianity's
The "Vee in Frankie V. stands . V. should "blow WM AS off the dial'
, the sponsorship of the British Coun for Valdinoto, a freshman this year and conquer the late-night disco
impact on Ghana.
cii.
;
Kwaku wrote and acted in a
from Brooklyn, New York - "Satur- hours." In light of the favorable
" The "London Literary Review" day Night Fever's" birthplace. public response to their first show
movie, Whims & Whimsicalities,
of August, 1979, said of his Frankie, who describes himself as last weekrAinrtylis weH as Hie city'
produced by FILM-AFRICA.
For this, he and the director performance: "That was greatness "impulsive", regularly frequents of Hartford should hear, a lot from'.
in the making...Kwaku has poten- the famous discotheques Studio 54 Sam and Frankie V. arid, their.
were jailed by the government. A
second one-man play, Mellow tial., .towards professionalism...he
and Xenon in New York City.
"Galaxy" in the weeks
Madness, won him. the Best is going places. He has stamina to
National Play and Best Actor sustain his characterization and
Auditions for the/December Theatre Arts Dance Program's.awards in 1978. It will be seen at keep the audience right on their
cooperative production will be held on Tuesday, October 16, from
toes with him. Aslsaw him, he is a
Trinity in February, 1980.
4:00 -5:30pm and 7:00 : .9:30pm. •
•
star."
.'
February, 1980.
' . •
This production, entitled "Cruciform", will consist ofThis will' be Kwaku's First
He has won international criti"Calvary" by Yates, one excerpt from Ulysses by Joyce, "Arar's
cal acclaim through his- appearan- appearance in the United States,
"Mass" by Kennedy and "Come and Go" by Becket. Dancers and
ces in Nigeria at the Festival of and the performance is open to the
actors are needed. Several black'performers are, specifically called
Black Arts & Culture, in Liberia at public without Charge.
forby "Arar's M a s s . " ' :
••.
;

ON THURSDAYTH
NOVEMBER 15
NO IFS,
ANDS
OR

A unique performance by
wright-performer Kwaku SintimMisa, a freshman from Ghana,
Africa will be presented on Saturday, October 13 at 8:00 p.m. on the
>tage of the Goodwin Theatre, by
the Trinity College Jesters. This
voung actor-playwright, will offer
his own one-man show, Sketches
and Stuff Like That. Written as a
satiric reaction to the military dictatorship that until recently prevailed in Ghana, it was banned there
after a few performances in 1978.

Vermont. At Trinity he has been
seen as Birdboot in "The Real
Inspector Hound" and as Eilert
Lovborgin "HeddaGabler."
Kathy Dorsey acted leading
roles for the Second Company at
Summerstage this .summer. Her
undergraduate
achievements
include Monica in "The Prime of
Miss Jean Brodie" and Thea in
"Hedda Gabler".
Janet Weakley studied with'Lee
Strasberg in New York this
summer. At Trinity shee played
Carroway in "Love Course" and
Aunt Juliana in "Hedda Gabler".
The settings for the show wilt
be designed by Dirk Kuyk '81 Who
has previously designed Trinity
sets for "In the Lap of the Gods,"
'Zoo Story1' and "George Washington Crossing the Delaware";
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Minot To Read From New Novel
by Abby Lundbe* g
On Thursday. October 11, Stephen will read from his latest
novel, 'Surviving the Flood, 10
p.m. in Alumni Lounge.
,•
Mr. Minot has been teaching
creative/"writing and the study of
literature here at Trinity since
1959. His text, Three Genres, The
Writing ot Poetry, Fiction and
Drama, Svas designed around his
Advanced Literary Writing course,
and is used in colleges and high
schools throughout the country.
In Three Genres, Minot makes
* a ' distinction- between "simple,"
and "sophisticated" fiction, stating, "Sophisticated works 'do'
more in the sense that they suggest
more, imply a greater range of
suggestions, develop more subtle
shadings of meaning."
». Sophisticated fiction is fresh as
opposed to bizarre. It develops its
themes through dialogue, description, and action...rarely through
exposition. It "tends to have
thematic concerns which suggest
mixed feelings;" its complexity
often involves the use of such
techniques as irony, paradox, and
satire. In sophisticated fiction,
thematic
discovery
conies
"through vicarious experience rather than through direct statement."
Stephen Minot writes sophisticated fiction. Whether dream-like
and symbolic,' as in the story,
"Journey to Ocean Grove," or
more traditionally mimetic, as in
"Sausage and Beer," (an "Atlantic
First") his treatment is sensitive
and sub tie.,, his themes - from the
"human condition" through the
problems of. day to day rclation-

RAFAEL ORIGINALS
Custom Made Jewelry
and Leather
•i Union Place
Hartford, Conn.

"5-57J8

1

Images, came out last spring, and
ships-- real and pertinent.
In Surviving the Flood, Minot was published by Harper and Row.'
rewrites the Bible story of Noah's Among his other books are an
Ark. There are both advantages anthology of modern fiction, co-edand disadvantages in working from ited with Robley Wison, Jr., and a
a myth or story -that is universally collection of his own short stories,
known, Miriot believes. For al- titled Crossings.
Minot's stories have appeared
though one is, in a certain sense,
limited by the structure and basic in such publications as the Atlantic
themes of the original work, the Monthly, Harpers, Playboy, and
very structure of such stories is numerous "little magazines" and
usually open to a number of reviews. He has written essays,
different interpretations (as Kier- radio scripts, and articles for
kegaard has so competenely proven various magazines, and accepted
in his treatment of the story of many awards and distinctions for
his work.
Abraham and Isaac).
His .biography is listed in
When an author works from a
specific story...one that is well Dictionary of International Bioknown to his/her readers...that graphy; Dictionary ot American
author can develop his own themes Scholars; Contemporary Authors;
through omission, addition or Men of Achievement, 1973 and
transformation within the original 1977; The Writers Directory;
material. This allows for an extrem- Who's Who in the East; and
ely subtle development of theme... Outstanding Educators of America.
Mr. Minot is spending the year
sub-conscious.
Surviving the Flood is Minot's on Sabbatical Leave in California,
third novel. His first, Chill of Dusk, where he will continue his writing.
was published by ; Doubleday, in Perhaps another book in the
1964. His most recent, Ghost spring?

Shsbumi: A Witty Criticism Of AAass Culture
Our hero (or anti-hero as the
by Dave Gurliacci
Shibumi, by Trevanian, the author seems to prefer calling him)
pseudonym o£ the author of The is one Nieholai Hel, Hel is literally
Eiger Sanction and The Main, a creature •. created' by t h e
possesses an interesting set of cosmopolitan, Literally. His
characters, a witty, if familiar, mother was Russian; Ills father,
criticism of modern mass culture, German; birthplace, Shanghai. He
humor, and several enjoyable grew up in Japan and worked for
diversions that the author seems to the American occupation forces
have thrown in just for the hell of there (even picking up American
I.D. papers), and when the story it.
takes place, Hel is living in the
Basque region of France. The book
spends considerable time inrunning through Hel's biography
and one can tell that the author
enjoys indulging himself in Hel's
larger-than-life personality.

LSAT
and

GMAT
Amity

Full line of Army & Navy
clothes. Blue Jeans, Carpenter
Pants, Fatigues, Sailor Pants
and Pea Coals.

Review Seminars
417 New Britain Ave., Hartford

BKWflJ/ _ .

& student average class size*
Team teaching technique
Convenient waakond classes
EXCLUSIVE MATH REFRESHER

Government Surplus Sales
237 Asylum St. Hartford

800-922-4635

(10% discount with this ad)

Stntai-

ALWAYS ON HAND

249-6833

Stephen Minot will read excerpts from his latest novel SURVIVING
THE FLOOD on October 11 at 8s00 P.M. in Wean Lounge.

The Amos Tuck School
of Business Administration
Dartmouth College • Hanover, N.H.
, .•

Men and women seeking
EDUCATION FOR MANAGEMENT
are invited to discuss the

417 Naw Britain Ave., Hartford

Het is not only cosmopolitan in
birth and home, he is also refined
in taste to such an extent that he
finds it impossible to tolerate the
banalities and idiocies of modern
mass culture. This is why he retires
to the remote Basque country and
resides in a seventeenth century
French chateau almost completely
lacking in modern conveniences.
And Hel is not only culturally
superior to just about all of
humanity, he has other fine
features as well, often employed to
defend his highly refined sensibilities. His two most important
features in this defense are (1) his
ability to take lives with such
common objects as plastic spoons,
napkins, and paper cups, and (21
his
extraordinary
pnrapsychologicnl powers.

These things make him a tough
match for even a very powerful
cultural philistine, and this is what
the author sends his way.
It seems that one Hanna Sterne
was just on her way out of Rome
International Airport to go kill a
few terrorists when both of her
associates were shot and killed.
Through some quirk of fate
(actually gross negligence on the
part of the assassins, we find)
Hiinna escapes, and does what her
uncle told her she should do if she
was in trouble-she goes to Hel.
HcL who feels he owes the girl
something since her uncle had
.saved his life, is quickly drawn into
conflict with the Mother Company.
The Mother Company is a consortium of international corconl. on p. 7

Unique
Management Intern
MBA Program
This outstanding educational plan involves six months
of classes; followed by a six-month internship of
paid professional work experience; then nine more
months of classwork.
The internship concept, which Northeastern pioneered.
gives you practical, real-world experience in your own
field of interest. It helps you pay for your education.
And it often leads to important contacts for the future.
Classes begin in June and January.
For further information, »«nd to:
Susan V. Lawler
Coordinator, Mai>agement Intern Program
Graduate School ot Business Administration
Northeastern University
360 Huntington Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02115

<Conwr «l mutkh Aw.)

Wine
ere Hants

249-6833

TUCK MBA
with
Marilyn Hammond
Admissions Representative
Wednesday, October 10
Career Counselling Office
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Pipes and Timbrel
Concerts Notable
By Peggy Wass

!

The Trinity Pipes atid the
madrigal group Timbrel provided a
strong finale, or just a beginning
for parents and students on Friday
and Saturday nights. Whether it
was the finale of a long active day
for parents or an early', evening
weekend opener the musical per.
formances drew full houses and full
praise.
It was the first exposure of
Timbrel for many students and
parents. This year they graduated
from the entertainment at cocktails
to the Parent Banquet after dinner
finale. Sharing the performance
with the Pipes one cannot help but
compare them.
Timbrel does not have the
overall appeal that the Pipes have
come to have. Their songs are
designed primarily for medieval
groups but the spokesman Tony
Shenton declared their willingness
to sing from any century, decade or
hit show. Madrigal groups are
designed to work with vocal
harmonies without accompaniment.
The men and women in the
group sang well together. Their
voices ranged upwards from a
strong core bass. The arrangements were obviously well practised and pleasing to the ear. The
songs that they performed were not
known by most of the audience
which makes them no less interesting to hear, but harder to remember.
Timbrel made an obvious
effort to entertain while vocalizing
and this effort might have been
better abandoned. The audience
seemed slightly uncomfortable
with the group's attempts at
comedy in the form of the loss of
the proper key. When Timbrel put
themselves into harmonization it
worked best. However it is most

unfortunate that they placed themselves in comparison with the
Pipes.
The Pipes seem to have a way of
charming their audience no matter
how diverse it is. Friday and
Saturday nights demonstrated their
appeal to parents and students.
The Pipes have added many new
songs to their 41 year old repertoire.
. . . :
They filed on stage singing their
familiar herald "The Pipes". This
was followed by "Sing Out" and
then the folk song "Julianne".
The performers seemed to
exude a confidence. and pleasure
that is truly catchy. Several of the
veteran Pipes took turns i introducing their numbers and the
introductions were often entertaining in themselves.. Madison Reilly
described a run-in with fans of the
beaten football team. The enduing
number, "Be True To Big Trin"
seems destined to be one of .their
most popular light numbers.,Nick
Noble expressed the desire of the
group to meet the requesfe of
reactionaries. The Pipes then did a
song that made all students strain
to hear the words "Where did1 you
Prep".
The pure musical talent was
perhaps more objectively perceived
by the parents. The arrangements
are all very well suited to the
singers and their renditions of Cole
Porter and America songs were
equally strong. Women in 'the
audience let out an exclamation at
the introduction of a popular love
song '' Precious and Few". They
closed the show./ with America's
"Don't Cross the-River".
|
The audience seemed "disappointed only in the lack of a
second encore. Their first, a
combination of "Row Your Bofct"
and "Marching To Pretoria" was
excellent but the crowd could;not
get enough.
:

"Love On The Run" Entertaining
by Rachel Mann
Francois Truffaut has created
an anecdotal synthesis of the loves
and losses of his character Antoine
Doinel. The most recent in a series
of films which describe the life of
Doinel, 'L'Amour en Fuite ("Love
on the Run") is a witty and subtle
view of the torments and triumphs
oflove.
Jean-Pierre Leaud continued
the development of Doinel as a man
who has survived an abusive and'
frustrating
childhood.
Marie
France Pisier plays the shrewd,
intelligent woman from DoinePs
young manhood who helps Doinel
define the direction of his creative
talents and acceptance of his loves.
As an exploration of the; quirks
and flaws of Doinel's character,
Truffaut has smoothly utilized cuts
from his past Doinel films. He also
skilfully combines the intrigues of
amour with underlying critical
commentary on the politics and
trends of this decade in France.
One particularly striking exam-

MAD MURPHY'S

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY
Tuesday, Oct. 9
two
Wednesday, Oct. 10
Thursday, Oct. 11
FrL & Sat, Oct. 12 &13
Sunday, Oct. 14

% AT TRICK
A.T. DOUGH
HEAD
CLOCKWORK

orrw

Trevanian
conl. from p. 6
porations that, among other things,
has taken over the C.I.A. in order
to increase profits. Mother's most
dangerous weapon is called Fat
Boy, a • leviathan computer containing the data banks of the
C JA.,FJB.I.,and other public and
private information centers all over
the world. With this it tracks down
Hanna Sterne and Nicholae Hel as
• • w e l l .

••:..

•

•;'

. -

•; • " • ; • .

'

,

The portion of the book
devoted to Hel's fight against the
M.C. is actually rather small. The
author, it seems, would much
rather write about spelunking (i.e.,
cave exploring), and the other joys
of Hel's life: hot tubs, disciplined
sex (the best kind, according to the
author), Go (a Japanese game),
meditation, and Japanese gardening. His diversions are interesting, well written and informative, so the reader, while
aching for the resumption of the
story, will at least not be-bored.
Last week this reviewer
characterized the plot of The
Matarese Circle as "serpentine"
(thank Roget's); resulting headline:
"Thriller Lacks Twists". Now
SMbaml has a plot that lacks twists

(resulting headline; "Thriller's Plot
Snake4ike"?)t,In; fact, the plot, of
this novel follows the shortest
distance between two points.•-,(the
beginning and &?•"• e n d) and once
the direction is.-set from the first
point onward ! what follows is
inevitable; the conflict can be seen,
though the denouement is still
shrouded. . . . •. :
: .-..';.
Hel's (anid, jme. assumes*, the
author's) parries against such. illmatched ojjppneiJts as soft iqpilege
liberals, average J.be's, and socially
ambitious Americans leave a biting
and,acidic taste.in,the mouth after
the humor .recedes. Thij author
doesn't seem to, have any sympathy
whatever for his targets, jjnd this
leaves the readier.-uncomfortable,
since the target^ occasionally
embody some- of pur own features
and those of our. friends and our
community. - the>uth hurts.
Overall,' the book is quite
trendy, villains "are evil corporate
profit-lbyers, the'CIA and Mass
G ulture; what .there is of a hero is a
cultured, sexy, "nature-loving
icohoclast; but it's trendiness is
amalgamated with' Trevenian's wit,
humor, and-ability to write interesting things into the story.

HARVARD BUSINESS SCHOOL
MBA PROGRAM

Thursday, Oct. 1 1 ,JAZZ CONCERT
WARREN VACHE
SB fl Jp™ Buy A n "B^CBB

pie concerns the discrimination of
Truffaut's lightly underplayed .
women in the professional world- movie is enjoyable and stirnurf'especially that of law—and how this lating; L'Amour en Fuite is not i :•
phenomenon is perhaps a major great movie, but it is solidly >
^caiise of female sexual exploita- polished and aesthetic film. .-.•••>•;': '•.'
tion in France.

'

*500 in advance
*600 at door
OPEN LATE HOURS
22 UNION PLACE •

An Admissions Representative; from
HarVard Graduate School of Business Administration
: :
will be on campus
Tuesday,
•'.
.;

October

16;,.'. 1979

to meet with students interested in.
the two-year MBA Program .
Contact the " '
.Career Planning and Placement Center
•

•

•

•

j for more details and to sign up for
an information session. . Harvard Business School is committed to •,
the principle of equal educational opportunity
and evaluates candidates without regard to
race, sex, creed, national origin or handicap.
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Hartford
Hayclen, Fonda in Hartford
She said she regretted that her
Fonda would cost approximately 50
times more than present energy activities in Vietnam were misuncosts. Perhaps Tom' Hayden and derstood by soldiers' families. She
Jane
Fonda could afford that he said most of her work-had been
Tom Hayden and his actress
said,
but the average American done with soldiers in the G.I.
wife, Jane ForidaV barnstorming
anti-war movement and that the
could
not.
tour of key primary states came to
reason for making the film
Fonda
responded
that
if
even
a
Hartford last w e e k , ' . .
portion of the money that goes into "Coming Home" about Vietnam
The couple held a press conferthe nuclear power industry was veterans was to focus attention on
ence in the Hartford Hilton Ho
spent on developing other sources the plight of these men after they
discuss their crusade to raise issues
of energy, those other sources returned from the War.
on corporate power,- inflation and
One question reporters seemed
would be competitive with nuclear
energy -- the Campaign for Ecoto find very important was the role
power in a relatively short time.
nomic Democrapyj . :
of students in today's society.
Hayden was then asked what tonda was asked if the Haydens'
The press conference, held in a
very small room on the 16thfloorof Connecticut would do without frequent speaking engagements at
the Hilton, exploded with the glare nuclear power since one half of its colleges and universities was due
of flash bulbs and'the high pitched electricity is generated by nuclear to the fact that students are usually
whines of cameras as the two plants. Hayden suggested that more responsive to the program
celebrities entered the room. After steam, produced in power plants, outlined by the two activists. She
allowing a few seconds for the T.V. could be captured and used to heat said this was definitely not true.
camera men to zerb.-in, Tom buildings. This alone could cut New Other groups had shown a great
England's electric and wind power deal of enthusiasm at their discusHayden openedthe session,
In his opening statement, energy consumption by thirty per- sions. She noted, however, that it
Hayden called" for a national cent. He also cited wood, hydro- was very important to speak to
citizens protest-against the power electric and wind power as viable students because they are the
of the oil companies over our lives sources of energy.
idealists in our society and they are
and their power to blackmail us into
At one point in the conference, often the most courageous.
paying more for.less.- He said an oil Don Noel, of the Channel 3 news
industry must be .cheated that is team decided to lend some authenAlong the same lines, one
responsible to the. elective govern- ticity to television news by getting reporter inquired about the student
ment instead of the private govern- a shot of himself taking notes. He apathy that appears to be so
Jane Fonda and husband Tom Hayden arc touring the nation.
ment of big oil.i dictating policy to had spent most of his time prevalent in America today.
1
Washington. He.urged support for directing his camera man and According to Hayden, this apathy
They will realize that they have problems they are graduating into, ;
grants tcHow and.middle income harrassing the Channel 8 film crew is only skin deep and is the result of gone through the motions of
• '
j
people to help them pay for fuel but when he came on the news that the successes of yesteryear. He cdueafion "which arc supposed lo
After about forty minutes, a I
this winter. Finally he stressed the night he appeared as the diligent said that students are not being be a step on the ladder towards the member of the Hayden-Fonda
need for t h e ; development of reporter writing down all the drafted, they are not being dragged American dream but the rungs just entourage decided it was time to;
alternative forms of energy to important information in much the off to war and they are no longer above them have been cut off." end the session. The reporters,;
reduce our "awful dependency" on same manner as the print being treated like babies not even According to Hayden, this has photographers, and film, crews:
fossil fuels.
old enough to vote. He said that the produced a terrible frustration thai were left to pack up their gear, i
reporters.
headaches they face are difficult to does not always have an outlet. But make sense of the meeting and
As the temperature in the room
began to rise ffotrt the heat of
Channel 3's Don Noel asked take action against on campus. The he said students are more sophisti- most likely, to repeat the process
camera lights, ttie.press fired often Fonda how she responded to being problems begin after they graduate cated and are more aware than any later that night when thc^ pair,
when they are confronted with students in the 60's. They just would speak at Central C o n n e c t s=
hostile questions at the two called unpatriotic.
activists. One reporter alludedtoa
"I consider myself a patriot. 1 inflation, unemployment, etc.
don't know how to react to the Stale College.
statement by a -member of the scold and chide my country as 1
Edison Electric Company "truth scold and chide my children. 1 love
squad" to the effect that the solar them and because I love them 1
power advocated by Hayden and have a right to criticize.
by Jim Moore

Commentary

Hayden Campaign Tours U.S.
by Alex Price

Amazing Jane. What hasn't she
done? She's a wife and mother,
she's middle-aged and beautiful,
makes $2 million a year, and she
fights against the system like a
starving proletarian. You'd have to
be a pro-Vietnam vet. not to like
her.
As a matter of fact, the New
Britain Council of Veterans and
New Britain
Mayor
William
McNamara don't like Jane Fonda,
and they urged a boycott of Jane
Fonda's and Tom Hayden's lecture
at Central Connecticut State College last week.
Supporters of nuclear energy
also don't like Fonda. On the night
of the lecture, some 40 pro-nuclear
demonstrators picketed the entrance to Central' Connecticut's
Welte Auditorium with signs that
bore slogans like "Nuclear Power
Plants are Built Better than
Barbarella." (Jane Fonda played
Barbarella in an early '70s sexploitation film). A conservative
group named the Young Americans
for Freedom handed out "bioggr,aphies" of the Haydens.
But inside the auditorium, Tom
.
^t. ^«a-/t,ji..i
'i fn > wren Kaufmann
Hayden and Jane Fonda spoke to a
sold-out audience of 1,800 who paid
Former mayor BUI Glynn speakstostudents in Hamlin Hall.
$3 or' $5 apiece to see them, The
couple received $5,000 for their
efforts, and all of it presumably
went to their Campaign for
William Glynn who was Hart- Mayor Athanson has been an Economic Democracy (CED).
jford's mayor from 1961 to 1965 is ineffective leader, and that he
The Haydens are touring IS
'(running for the'• office again this could do a better job even without a i states that will be important in next
,'year.
' '" . •
change in the City Charter.
year's presidential primaries in an
!
Gl'ynn was. at Trinity last
attempt to raise money for CED
(Wednesday to gather student
Glynn has also criticized the city and to influence the issues raised in
support tor his campaign.
for favoring downtown over the. the primary elections.
\ Glynn claims that incumbent neighborhoods.
J
These are politically advanta-

Formef Mayor Runs Again

geous times for the Haydens. Not word choice. Tom Hayden has an
long after the release of Fonda's impressive radical background ••
China Syndrome, Three Mile he is a founder of the SDS, and was
Island put the anti-nuclear move- a member of the "Chicago Seven"
ment on front pages around the - but he has taken pains to help the
country. The renewal of the energy public forget it. He wears suits now
crisis has intensified public distrust and some of his rhetoric mightof the oil companies and big almost be borrowed from George
business. The prospect of a reces- Wallace.
Hayden's themes are the less-'
sion and the government's lack of
solutions has put the country in a ening of American economic ptwef.
our increased dependence on forrestive mood.
National malaise is fertile eign interests. "America in one
ground for political innovation and, square oil a checke-board in the
it has no doubt helped CED achieve movement of ca'pilal around the
its recent string of local California world," he said in his address at
political victories. CED is a grass- New Britain.
When Hayden's presentation
roots organization that grew out of
Tom Hayden's 1976 run forsenate. 'was finished." Fonda spoke, and
In the past, CED-backed candithis was clearly the main event oi
dates have lost because opponents the evening. Jane Fonda isa _
labelled them "radical." But in the excellent speaker.
. jlast eighteen months, CED has
While Hayden was reasons been winning referendums and and factual, ' Fonda seemed t'j
getting candidates elected in a speak directly from a spontaneou
substantial number of California personal concern, unclouded
cities and towns.
facts and figures or ideology. s
These successes have gained
projected an image of what ' '
CED a great deal of attention in the average working woman mig'11
media, and the Haydens have if she were Queen For the Rest <
capitalized on it by taking their Her Life, and could remain unco
campaign on the road.
rupted.
j|
They are speaking to students,
This personal approach. *» .
unions, business people, and pub- makes Jane Fonda so popular
lic officials. At various locations also the basis,for many critic!8"1
they are being joined by other her. George-.Will;has dubbed u .,'
activists such as Cesar Chavez, Haydens "Work 'arid' M'md^'
Gloria
Steinem,
William
Fonda's-, indignation can !11'P'(s
Winpisinger and Jesse Jackson.
shallow,
w, .and. sometimes, slijWhen they Spoke at New
paternalistic:'she has compare•d n<-'
hi'f
Britain last week, they were anger
g .at the U.S. u> scolding
11
introduced by Sixth Disrict Con- children. Fonda speakk aa--- ,111
hap
gressman Toby Moffctt, who "average" vmm.in
n.H'!.
called them two of "the finest
pens to be America^
constructive agitator;" lie knew.
actress (about her .salary
"Agitator" was an unfortunate
con*, on pg- 4)
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State Commission Aids and Counsels VVbrnen
by Barbara J. Selmo
This is the second part of a story
on the Permanent Commissionon
the Status of Women, and part of a
series of articles on women's
organizations in Hartford.
At a recent Tripod interview,
Frederica Gray, public spokesperson for the Permanent Commission
on the Status of Women, spoke on
some of the key issues facing
women today.
As one of the main supporters
of the elimination of discrimination, the Commission has some
fundamental responsibilities to
women. The PCSW provides information for women on their employment rights, either by pamphlets or
direct counseling.
Women's job rights are pressing problems for women in today's
employment market. Gray discussed the work that the Commission
does to help women in all forms of
employment. Basically, the PCSW
tries to assist women who hold
traditional jobs, as well as promot
ing and supporting women in nontraditional jobs.
The PCSW has also undertaken
co educate employers, ejther
through direct contact with them,
or through their employees.
Women who hold traditional
obs, such as clerical work, are
frustrated by their lack of mobility,
as well as unfair wages. Their jobs
are not intrinsically low grade, but
have evolved into "worthless"
jobs, lower than men's traditional
jobs. Gray said that it is very
important to help these women.
The Commission is involved with
projects and legislation to ensure
the development of "upward mobility" in their job.
In 1977, the state of Connecti-

cut, through the efforts of legislator
Audrey Beck, established an "Upward Mobility Act", to initiate a
career ladder for women in these
jobs so women will continue to
move. Gray mentioned the study
currently underway called the
"Objective Job Evaluation Study."
She- was very enthusiastic in
mentioning the goals and work
done by this evaluation. The study
will evaluate state service jobs on
an objective criterion basis. The
results will then determine inequities in pay. With the substantial
evidence provided by the in-depth
study, the State can attach a correct
monetary value to its jobs. "You
have to have equal work to have
equal pay," Gray said.
Another pertinent, and probably
more prevalent problem is "Displaced Homemakers" (Gray objected to calling them "housewives").
Women who have been long term
unpaid workers (housewives) and
lose their employment due to the
death of a spouse, divorce or
separation are often afraid to enter
the job market. Gray feels that this
problem is a very sad one and
unfortunately very common. These
women, she said, have been
brought up in a time when women
got married and stayed in the
house. When they lose their almost
life-time job. they are'faced with a
terrifying situation. Many of them
probably have outdated skills,
while many others have no skills at
all. In most cases, they can not
collect social security or welfare. In
other words, Gray staled flatly,
"they fall through the cracks of the
public support system."

Frederica Gray is the Public Information Coordinator of the Permanent Commission on the Status of Women.
failed to pass, funds were obtained call to receive assistance in cases of a lot of cases, (di ;eriminatioii has
through a CETA program to help spouse or child abuse, and sexual been a question-of not knowing...
when the issue is laid clear, they
assault.
women in this situation. "They are
The large response to the (the public) stop and think,"
a group of forgotten women," Gray
Gray has been involved in the
said, "extoled philosophically - but pamphlet seems to demonstrate a
what about when the crunch bigger problem than was thought PCSW since 1975. After coming
to have existed. Legislation will be from a job at the now defunct
comes?"
introduced this year to appropriate Department of Community Affairs.
• She is enthusiastic about the
permanent funds for abuse careGray mentioned other areas in centers. Four shelters already amount and extent of work done by
which women often encounter dis- receive state funds; hopefully two the Commission. Considering that
crimination. The PCSW tries to more will be added. Gray proposed it is a relatively young agency, she
help employers develop a construc- that through the abuse care said, and staffed by six members
tive and effective out-reach pro- centers, which aid women and plus interns, its quality and perfram for women in the non- children, and by providing the formance is fantastic. Their per:
traditional fields. It maintains a file information and telephone mini: formance, she feels, is important
on women who have non-traditional bers women need, the problem of because it is for the elimination of
jobs and of women interested in abuse in Connecticut can be discrimination. Bath men arid
In 1975, federal legislation was entering these fields. Well inform-, controlled.
• women legislators have been very
introduced on the Displaced Home- ed employers, according to Gray,
supportive of their work. This
The
Commission
is
stressing
makers. Although the federal bill would broaden the area of jobs,
the importance of reporting inci- . support, Gray, said, is important for
women could enter.
dents of abuse by hospitals and the the Commission. It cannot lobby; it
Credit is a problem for a lot of police. Reporting these occur- ;is dependent on the- support of
women on their own, especially rences will give an indication of the ' legislators, employers and the
single or married women trying to extend of home violence. Again, public.
con't. from p. 8
I raise these points because I establish credit independent of- Gray said that information is the
"1 think it's utterly preposGray used the metaphor of an
think that they are in the minds of their husbands.
terous.") But how "average" can
first step to improving the problem. orchestra to express her feelings
When women run into credit
the daughter of a movie star be, many critics of Jane Fonda, and
Gray commented extensively on . about the Commission. The staff
especially when she was born into that they are serious criticisms. My discrimination, they often need the actual workings of the Com- -..work in harmony, in tune with the
wealth, and has never known own judgment is that these criti- legal information and assistance.- mission. A state agency with a immediate needs, of•: women in
cisms may have some validity, but The PCSW provides women with
anything but wealth ?
state funded budget, it has a. 17: ' Connecticut and effective ways to
not enough to discredit Fonda.
information stating their rights as member board that directs the. help them. The work is intense and
One wonders how much of her
Jane Fonda has been a commit- well as directing them to the Commission activities and projects. , time-consuming; yet'.there is a
pursuit of social justice is
ted
activist for some ten years now, appropriate agencies.
' The bulk of the work is done by the certain atmosphere- at the Commotivated by genuine concern and
"v
six staff members and student mission that bodes the develophow much by a fascination with a and she shows no sign of quitting.
The 24 hour Emergency Help interns. The interns do the re- ment of even more activity for
depth of experience which is While she may be naive, it is also
apparent that she brings some program is another major concern search and provide the information • . women's •.rights.. " W e are. a permissing from her own life. It is a
genuine moral idealism into an of the Commission. The PCSW for state legislation when needed1. "
manent commission," Gray said,
moot question whether .someone
area where ideals are usually either published a pamphlet entitled "24
"and this makes a lot of people feel
who has never experienced ecoOne
of
the
means
of
eliminating
abused or ignored.
Hour Emergency Resources for
nomic hardship can really underdiscrimination that Gray stressed, very, secure. We will always be
:
Connecticut Women," which lists
Whether or not you agree with
stand it. It is possible that Fonda
over and over was information. •' 'In here when women need help,"
telephone numbers women may
Fonda
and
Hayden,
the
issues
they
may be engaged in a kind of
advanced thrill-seeking in her raise are relevant, and deserve to
comradery with the oppressed. be discussed more seriously than
they have been."...We're talking
And it may be that because she has
about overcoming cynicism, letting
been so priviledged, she is overby Margaret Henderson '. • plants in the front window, wall- : believes that his wife's store
ourselves
become
vulnerable
paper with a liquor label. design provides healthy competition as the
reacting in the classic liberal way to
A new packie on the block will
enough to hope." (Jane Fpnda,
and a spacious interior. The Pires: newcomer on theblock.
situations that in fact are not as
celebrate its first month's anniversNew Britain. Ci. 10 I '79)
still plan on adding a canopy over ..'.'- The Pires also offer an unusual
intolci able .is the\ nuehi seem
ary this Wednesday. Top Shelf
the door, finishing the countertbp, s e r v i c e - w i n e seminars. They
Package Store is located at 307 Zion
and installing a stereo system, "for recently supplied refreshment for a
Street and is owned by Joanne M.
your listening pleasure". Construe-' , Wine\.Seminar, held; at .the Old
Pires. Her husband Tony, and her
tion of an imported win£ rack, :Statehouse.'With as little as. 3 days
brother Dave, assist with the
which will hold 285 bottles,'in- notice,. the Pires, complete with
operation of the store. The Pires of
cludes the splitting of a 20.barrel ; cheese-.and ecackers will bring a
Rocky Hill, Connecticut, opened.keg, and then, covering half of it. ' wide selection of .wines .for the.
the store on September 10. Tony,
with stained glass.
' '
tasting pleasure of the audience.
works in the liquor wholesale
Mr. Pires refers to the..stock as
• At the Old Statehouse Seminar,
business, and says his wife has now
"quite
extensive,"
and
if
features'
the
Pires introduced 25 California
realized her ambition of owning a •
many imported labels. Pir.es draws Boutique wines. According to Tony
store of her own.
Pire.: the1 Seminars provide an
Although renovations have riot special attention to the French
excellent opportunity to discern
import
Tytell
which
hesells
at
been entirely completed, the decor
reflects a family atmosphere. Now, retail for $2.69. His beer collection , one's likes and dislikes, without
you may ask how a package store includes Molsen, his biggest seller, buying a $25 bottle of wine.
Top Shelf is open Monday thru
may appeal to a family. Well, upon St. Pauli Girl Beer, and Forsters. "•• '
.Saturday, from 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.;
entering the store, you feel as loger.
and . will provide free delivery.
Situated on Zion St.'s.Package
though you are settling into' a
Discpunts of 10 percent arc granted
'
Store
Row
Top
Shelf
is.
between
comfortable den. There is an
:
on case purchases of wine or liquor.
aquarium, some beautiful green two other established stores- - Pires
Fonda and Hayden at a press conference at the Hartford Hilton.

Economic Democracy

Package Store Opens on Zion

,«*
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photo by Charles Rosenfield

Lectures, PartiesSpi
Highlight 1979 ft**
by Panlpom Phlansunthon and Alan Levine
"After five weeks at Trinity, hundreds of students were visited by
their-parents during the annual Parents' Weekend. Parents began
flocking to Hartford Friday afternoon for a weekend « » < * * » * ,
dinner, cocktails, athletic events, concerts and parties. Although
the weather Friday evening was "intrepid' • according to J , R « ^ .
Spencer, Special Adviser to the President, Saturday's weathe-fnw <
''•about as fine as one could ask for."

"There are just enough programs and
they are informal but organized.

"I feel alienated from the campus because I have
to go everywhere with- my parents"

;. \.^'jf'h "n'Oii

""'I'

Parents were invited to attend classes on Friday. A
faculty-student panel discussion took place later in the afternoon
There was also the opportunity for parents to attend the junior
varsity football game or the library open house as well as a chance
to visit with their sons and daughters.
A Dutch Treat cocktail hour, held at Austin Arts Center was
well-attended. Over 500 people (with names A-L), including
parents, students, faculty and administration attended a
SAGA-catered dinner in Mather Hall. Nearly 600 (those with name
M-Z) attended on Saturday. After-dinner musical entertainment
was provided by a short show featuring the Pipes and Timbrel
Early-rising parents attended open houses with the racuiry
members in all the departments on Saturday morning. President
Theodore D. Lockwood hosted an open meeting in Goodwin 1 neatre
at which parents asked a variety of questions touching topics sucn
as student government, the advisory systems and study abroaa.
Athletic enthusiasts were busy watching the women s held nocicey
same as well as varsity and junior varsity soccer games.
The Field House was crowded as students and their parent
feasted on a large brunch provided by SAGA early Saturday
afternoon. The place cleared out by 1:30 p.m. as nearly everyone
headed over to Jessee Field for the big varisty football game againsi
Williams College. In its first win of the season, Trinity deteate
William 7-0. The Williams band entertained during half-time wim
rendition of the "Hogan's Heroes" theme song.
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tie&ports Victories
'Weekend
After the game, minority students and their parents were invited
to an open house sponsored by Barbara Robinson-Jackson, Director
of Minority Affairs.
•• •
: visited by
Many nearby dining spots were.crowded with those families
jnts began which did not attend the dinners sponsored by the College. In
filled will addition, parents were seen at Cinestudio and at other top
, Although entertainment spots in Hartford.
J . Ronald
The Reverend David W. Hyatt, father of Lynn '80, led the
B a t t e r * '•'•Chapel service on Sunday morning and many Jewish parents joined
their sons and daughters for a Sukkot service, brunch and lecture by
Professor Larry Fader, sponsored by Hillef.
;
riday. A
Mr. and Mrs.- Harold Johnson are obviously impressed by
afternoon. Trinity. Their daughter, Amy '83, will graduate on their family's
the junto 100th graduation anniversary.' Among the relatives who have
s a chance attended Trinity are Amy's uncle, great uncle and great
grandfather. The Johnsons' other daughter attends Williams
;ntcr was College, so they were debating whether to cheer for the Trinity
including football team or the Williams team.
Mr. and Mrs. Calhoun Bond, parents of Louise '83, said that'the
tended »
nth names weekend was filled with information and great entertainment. They
jrtainment said, "There are just enough programs and they are informal but
organized".
brel.
Having gone to Trinity himself, Donald Wildrick '50, father of
he faculty
Carolie
'83, said "The timing is great. The kids are settled in. It is
President
in Theatre also good that the parents can bring more things for the rooms''. He
opics sucli added, "When I went here, women were not allowed in dorms and
caution was even taken with the mothers".
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Smialek came to watch their son Peter '82
play tootball. Although they visit Trinity three or four times a year,
:hey said they came for Parent's Weekend so that they could meet
Beth Davison '80 spoke to one father who wanted to find his
everyone
jjjst laughter's room. He asked, "Where are the women's dorms?"
H T ated After attending the Pipes and Timbrel concert for the second
witha ime - Lesley Lim '83 said, "It was excellent. I saw it last night and
lecided to come again".

' 'Where are the women's

dorms?''

"When I went here, women were not allowed in dorms
and caution was even taken with the mothers,''
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WRJC has problems. They: are serious: Important
station officials do not resign every day. The facts and
figures are discussed : in the news article. The
implications are discussed right here;
' '
' •.
It appears that the situation'boils down t o ' a disagreement over what the function of the station should
be. Those who left claim that WRTC should serve the
students tjy playing the.kind of music which they want
to hear. Those who remain claim that the station is best
utilized' when if. offers programming to ; the Hartford
community and the studentswhich differs from.that of
most commercial stations. •• '
. • '..
•
WRTC is funded by the S.G.A. Budget Committee.
This money removes the necessity of being commercially successful, i.e., the. station can play whatever it
wants. Now, we are supposed to be educating ourselves
here. It seems to us that implicit i n this1 is a
commitment to diversity, originality, and open-mindedness on all of our parts. It also seems to us that diverse
programming which commercial stations cannot afford
to present better fulfills this commitment than a
re'sicjnation' to rock which, while acceptable to the
majority of students here, is played on countless other
stations in Hartford. As deTocqueville so• lucidly
pointed out, a democratic- levelling is always a
downward rather than upward movement.
8ut beyond the priority choices which WRTC will
eventually make, the station itself is an important
student resource, it saddens us to see it in such turmoil.
Consequently, whatever the station finally decidee the
Tripod hopes that WRTC can solve its problems quickly
and without tarnishing irreparably its reputation t r d
credibility in the students' ev ss.

"Walpole's England" and have
Lord Bolingbroke shuddering is,
while slightly absurd, not to the
point; what Is apropos is the irresponsibility so apparent in the
Dear Sirs,
editorial. The use, as an example,
I am writing in response to the
Sincerely, of the Van Coordinatorship abuses
"Gallusgrandis" comic strip printMelanie Hines as an intimation of deeper governmental corruption is clearly ignored in the September 25th issue of
the Tripod. Specifically, I found the cd.: The TRIPOD regrets that the ing the facts that (1) since its
references made to Hillel and the Black House was referred to as the inception in 1976, that position has
'Black Frat' offensive and objec- Black Frat. The TRIPOD also had relative autonomy from the
S.G.A., and (2) the completely
tionable.
considers the cartoon in question to
It is not clear to me what the be an OBVIOUS ridiculing of isolated nature of the case in
artist meant to accomplish via this narrowmindedness among Trin- question* The need for "Catonic
cartoon. I've heard rumor that it ity's white, non-Jewish commu- vigilance," while perhaps a useful
ideal, is no more suggested by the
was an attempt to raise the nity.
facts of this affair than is the need
consciousness of that sector of the
to distrust the business executive
Trinity community whom the charwho hires an incompetent secreacters apparently typify. If that
tary - the fault here lies with the
were the case, then I might have
secretary and the solution to the
been able to dismiss the cartoon.
problem is to hire a new one, The
To the Editors:
After reading that marginal bit of
Van Coordinator is just such an
humor (re\to be taken seriously, or
Odd as it may seem, this is a employee and, should the operaas a suppository"), I resolved that
letter of thanks to Managing Editor tion of a Student Government Van
it couid not be ignored.
Richard Dahling for his clear, continue to be feasible in the face
Whether they come from malice
concise, and unbiased handling of of the abovementioned state reguor carelessness is irrevelant; these
the Student Government Van ar- lations, a new and more carefully
remarks cannot be tolerated. It is
ticle (of Oct. 2). Faced with the task screened Coordinator will be hired
unfortunate to know that such
of researching and writing a for the job.
material is deemed acceptable for
potentially explosive story, Dahling
publication by the Tripod's editor!n any case, 1 would like to see
showed great self-restraint in the
ial staff. 1 am relieved to know,
area of unsubstantiated indict- an end to the irresponsible rhetoric
however, that not all Tripod
ments and balanced the article and down-right patronizing style of
readers possess sisch indiscrimin- beautifully by including the re- this and past editorials. The'
ate iaste.
forms (admittedly rather sketchy at purpose of an editorial is to express
Do not think that 1 alone found
this point) contemplated by the an opinion and, arguably, to
'he cartoon insulting; there were
present S.G.A. He also took the instruct those whom the Editors
many. What's to be done? A
We will s o n see the appu.;irance of a new
trouble to mention the series of feel have missed the right path. In
printed apology, or at least a new government regulations, that my opinion, this editot}$LaJ:ternpti
• ,oi jiication 'lore at Trinity, The Comrnitteefor Change
clarification is in order.
at ''"'inity, (CHAT) is planning a news sheet'of its own,
are presently keeping the Student that end in a manner botfTrhootton'? Milch win fill what it perceives as a gap left by the
* would like to make some clafi- Government Van off the road. His sistent with reality and unpleasant
Tript-'i Viewed as an alternative rather ' than a
fications myself. I am not sure
article obviously contained both to read.
competitive paper, GHAT's product will present
whether the artist realized that
careful research and great thought,
literary works and opinion pieces which CHAT feeis
Sincerely,
there is no "Black Frat," but I see resulting in none of the factual or
that the Tripod would not accept.
'
i
James B. Pomeroy, '81
a lot of Trinity students don't: make ethical errors often associated with
Whi.e the Tripod regrets that CHAT has rejected
(President of the S.G.A.)
"the distinction. (The Black House earlier articles and. past Editorial
these pages we support heartily the motivation and
was listed under the Franternities
Boards. It is always in the interest
intent behind the creation of the new publication:; Their
in last year's Ivy). That building at of both students and Student
product j ' i l l be on mimeographed sheets and will be
100 Vernon St. is oft. naly called the Government that such articles be
distributed throughout the campus.
'• •.• •'•• •
Black Cultural Center, >nd is more written and it is my hope that any To the Editor,
It is i r portant that new student creations-receive
commonly known as the Black future. works of this type be
the supper, t of the entire student body. The Tripod
House. It has traditionally'been the accorded the same . amount of
In your October 2nd editorial
hopes that all students will take a.little time this week to
meeting place and headquarters of
diligence, hard work, and unbiased (your term, not mine) you assailed
read the new CHAT paper, and think about i t . .
- Trinity Coalition of Blacks.
thought.
Scott Claman '79 for "handling the
More recently, the commitment
On the other hand, the editorial van program about as effectively as
was made to make it an actual
of the same date showed few of Carter has handled Congress." It
cultual center, and when that is
these characteristics, being at best seems that you too have taken a ,
fulfilled, access to the building will
incredibly pretentious, at worst a page from Hamilton's Handbook.
be increased. The Black Cultural
flagrant example of rhetorical As Mr. Carter and the boys can tell
Center is in no way coincident with
rabble-rousing, sounding the call to you, blaming the 'malaise' of
arms against a non-existant enemy. electorate for government inepti.
Arguing, not from the point of anti- tude does not work. Why be so
This issue of the Trinity
Editor
I TRIPOD marks the last week that 2 intellectualism, but in favor of hard on poor Scott Claman, anysimple and intelligible writing, the how? By my calculations he was
Peter Bain
Suzanne L.N. Blancaflor, '80 will
editorial was an obvious exercise in paid at the rate of about one dollar
News
Editor
I
edit
the
Arts
Section.
Barbara
J.
Managing Editor
self-indulgence. The suggestion an hour and he certainly gave us'
Alan I eytne
, Selmo and Sarah Jane Nelson will
Dick Dahhng
that even the most fantastic abuses our money's worth.
J co-edit the section beginning the
Associate Editor
But are we getting a- good
Sports Editors
of power by the S.G.A. would rival
week of October 16.
return on the $20,000 the Tripod
Steven Elmendorl
Nancy Lucas
receives V
jtudent activities
-Nick Noble
Arts Editor
...AND -0 WHAT" IF
fees? In ge .;;.! I would say that we
I m A iW\AL
Suzanne BlancaflOr
Hartford Editor
arc. However, the portion of the
WASHOUT..,
Alex Price •
budget which pays for the printing
Features Editor
of your editorials is seriously
,
Gary
Abramspn
Photography Editor, * ,
misspent, I fear that Henry de St.
Charles Rosenfield
'' .
John, Lord Bolingbroke. would, not
, Announcements Editor
•" C ^
H E WAS,
^
lose much sleep over the power
Arny Polayes
Contributing Editors
structure at little, old Trinity. As
Eric Grevstad
Copy Editors
for.Trenchard
and Gordon, I must
Barbara Ji'S^tno'
_u;
Peggy Kenton
candidly admit that I do not know
Megan Write., * ' , ; . . v
Sarai) Jane Nelson
who they'ate. To,'"fVifl have to
accept your interpretation of their
views on the management °>
IJuT YOU
. . . A N D A HOli? .
^
BEAT CORK
the student van.
flND
PHYSICAL.
- "MD
R-4K.ES
But, as anyone who knows me
The T|ppfJ'is p H 8 ) H g U ^ | ^ ^ ^ § | | ^ f h i ^ O H e | i e , and •
:
will confirm, I do know a little
is wrlJflCaflfl,edited enjirely^prle'student staf|§ftt jiaterials
about pretensions and arrogance.
are ^(Q^^^H^^ffps
Sis|rl*ittljsoMhe ipHonaf board;
However, to you, dear editor,
material i s ^ ^ ^ ^ « i & | | i ^ ^ ^ r | ^ ^ e ^ i » f r ^ j ^ ' ; letters .to
must tip my "hat. Doubtless the
the editor ancf'lffief"editorial fage copy"]s 5 P.M., Saturday
whole of mankind is pleased tnai
preceding Tuesday's TRIPOD; deadline for advertisements is 12
you-have learned all about 'Catonic
P.M. Saturday. The TRIPOD offices are located in Jackson Hall
vigilence', and 'Patriotic Kings,
Basement. Office hours: Saturday, 3-5 P.M., Sunday from 9 a.m.
but, most readers look to ?•«
Telephone 246-1829 or 527 3151, exi. 252 Mailing address:. Box(
cont. on p. 13
1310, Trinity College, Hartford, Conn. 04106 ^ • • _
.- • '.

Cartoon Accused

any club that might be found doing
whatever it is fraternities do. IF
there are any questions regarding
the Center, let them be known - we
will answer them.

Kudos and KO's.

Cut l i Out

Tripod f //
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Commentary
Reflections on a Personal Protest
by Cheryl Berkowitz
I am writing to tell about'my
experiences on Saturday night as a
participant in a reaction protest to
two fraternity'parties: "KAMANA
WANA LAYA" and "STUDIO69".
1 hope to clarify certain positions
and also to cite some of the many
implications involved in the v
evening and the issues. This is a
personal reflection.
It is clear that we are all
individuals and yet, while standing
outside of Psi U Saturday night, I
was somehow perceived as and
questioned by certain party enthusiasts as though I were a member of
a group which would have no
contradictions (i.e. a wide range of
differing feelings and views) within
itself. I was, (am) however, both an
individual woman taking a personal
stand on issues that have serious'
ramifications in my personal life
and a member of a group of
individuals who were (are) taking
personal stands on issues that have
serious ramifications in their personal lives, What we shared (share)
is a common sense of the personalas political on the many specific
personal/political issues raised.

either naked women or Playboy
bunnies attached to it. This sort of
relating is an unfathomable drag
as well as a blatant display of
ignorant individuals and a blind
group mentality. Simply another
sexist way of relating in that we
were still addressed as, sexual
objects, this time as "LESBO'S".
Obviously not directed towards the
male individuals of our group, and
yet another
sexuality-defining
attempt to intimidate the women of
our group, and to tell us who (or, as
I suspect, to the passengers of the
car, what) we are and the many
ways we (as assumed "LESBO'S")
can be exploited as such.
It is clear that sexism and
fraternity sexism is a women's
issue as well a& a human issue.
"KAMANA WANA LAYA" is an
invitation directed at women.
(This, of course, is assuming that
Psi U would not appreciate or feel
comfortable with the assumption
that they are a group of homosexual men inviting men to a party
with the slogan "KAMANA
WANA LAYA", just as the women
among us did not appreciate or feel
comfortable with the assumption
And, when perceived and ques- that we are a group of "LESBO'S"
tioned as an individual, I noticed because we share an attitude about
that sometimes the individuals who the exploitation of people on the
were speaking with me attempted basis of sexuality).
to zero-in on and moniter pur
It is also clear that many women
conversations,
attempting
to cannot relate to'women's issues as
supress the views of those around such. I have been told by many
me, saying to them things such as: women that they think of them"I'm talking to her now, I'll talk to selves as "human beings" or "just
you afterwards." There were many people" or "girls". Many women
one-to-one conversations occurring are somehow hesitant to even
simultaneously and this, I believe, identify themselves with the word
is as it should have been (should "woman". But all a woman (a
be).
Trinity woman) really needs to do is
In talking about individuality in acknowledge her body, her biology,
relation to a group mentality, 1 without the prevalent tendency to
cannot avoid mentioning that while separate herself, her personhood,
a group of individuals (approxi- her humanity from her body. This
mately half of whom were men) •is a serious problem among men as
gathered to protest at Trinity's gate well - the separation of mind from
across from Crow, some other body. And yet, a party called
group of individuals drove down "KAMANA WANA LAYA" also
Vernon Street in a car draped with reflects how willing certain men are
a white sheet which read to regard themselves as sexual
"LESBO'S" and had pictures of objects and to exploit their own

Deluge Delights
by Bruce Zawodniak
Mulling around in the corner
room of Elton first floor, I "was
experiencing a case of rainy day
Wednesday 3:15 blues. I peered
out the window into the ominous
storm, and I spied about fifteen
people playing frisbee and sloshing
around in an enormous puddle that
had formed in the Life Science
Quad. I yelled to my dormmate
Chuck Petridis, we got a frisbee
and our bathing suits on and made
the "lake" in seconds flat.
Already there were such campus figures as Basketball's 6'7"
Carl Rapp and Crew's Jason Smith
frolicking inthe newly-formed knee
deep (I'm 6'3") lake, Matt Sworek
and Tim Finkenstaedt, Jackson
residents who live closest to the
rain's holding basin, exclaimed,
"We've been here since it was
really .flouring- out. It's great!"
With thatnote, Chuck and I started
(o dive around under the biack
billowing clouds.
A small crowd gathered to see
us "fanactics," as one onlooker
commented. For fifteen minutes,
the rain came down in buckets, and
(he crowd hid under cover and
listened to the joyful music of the
Rolling Stones. Someone on the
third floor in Smith cranked his
stereo with the tunes of "Jumping
Jack Flash" and "Street Fighting

Man". The soaked participants
really got psyched and started
jumping and diving for the elusive
pie-shaped disc. The sun came out
during "Sympathy For The Devil"
and a throng of about seventy
additional daredevils gradually entered the lake with the onset of
"Gimme Shelter."
Everybody had a great time,
but with the increased activity,
many people were caught in a
crossfire of frisbees. Freshman
Bruce Silvers was hit in the eye by
an errantly thrown frisbee. Rapp,
Smith and Jeff "Mongo" Siekierski
relieved some of the congestion by
leading charges down a small slope
where the frolickers slid in, some
head first, into the rapidly diminishing lake.
Cameras were apparent everywhere as amateur buffs including
The Tripod's Russell Hall recorded
the mementos* of the day on film
The crowd grew to one of nearly
250 people, some wishing they
could get out of class. Sophomore
Mark .Italia lamented, "I was in
LSC doing a lab wondering 'What
am I doing here when I could be out
there.' " But all in all, everyone
had a super time. So the next time
the wrath of a thunderstorm is
incurred upon the Campus, look
down to the Life Science Quad and
see if anyone's taking a study
break.
• .

sexuality as well as directly addressing women as sex objects and
exploiting women's sexuality.
The fact remains that there are
women who would acknowledge
the wolf-whistles, stares, hornhonkings on Broad Street as well as
a fraternity's gesture to acknowledge a woman's (women's) sexuality as an affirmative compliment to
her (our) sexuality. However, a
great deal is overlooked or not
considered at all when our sexuality is somehow separated from us,
when our bodies are noted first and
too often finally as what we are.
How else can these wolf-whistles,
stares, horn-honkings, "KAMANA
WANA LAYA" and "Studio 69"
parties be taken? "As innocent,
harmless gestures," I presume
wquld be many women's answer.
But mental rape really exists, and it
exists in all power relationships;
and power relationships exist
where people are not regarding one
another as whole, as inextricably
bound body and mind. We are no
more wholly our minds than we are > '
our bodies, but we are also no more
our bodies than our minds. We are
not simply bodies.
One of the questions stressed
was: If neither a man or.woman
feels themselves to be exploited,
how can you assume that exploitation is happening? This came along
with the question: What's wrong
with casual sex if both people are
into it? I believe these questions
were sometimes asked with some
sort of notion that there was a
moral thrust of anti-sex or antisexuality on the part of those who

protested
"KAMANA WANA
LAYA" and "STUDIO 69". Or that
we were blanketly judging those
who feel good and comfortable with
casual sex. The issue, however, is
the prevalent ways in which men
and women relate to one another as
sex objects and the ways women
themselves relate to one another as
objects. The issue is how we relate
to each other as fragmented people
capable of exploiting a personal
power and, consequently, actively
violating one another.
Perhaps my most painful realization was that I was related to by
most of the women at Psi U's party
as an object-an object of contempt,
an object to be stared (down?) at,
smile'd at coyly, meaning that these
smiles were not genuine smiles of
friendliness, but rather smiles that
hide feelings, as an object to be
ignored, spoken about but not
related to at all. That very few
women at Psi U's party spoke to me
at all, even though some of these
women were with the men who
were speaking with me, is extremely confusing. I saw many masks put
on for my (our) benefit, but heard
very few women's voices, few
personal reflections. I was related
to as an "outsider," and "untouchable". This serious problem of
women's rejecting, isolating themselves from women, mistakenly
assuming that relating to certain
women will necessarily isolate us
from certain men, was painfully
clear.

a woman who, directly challenges
male attitudes and actions. The
attitudes and actions challenged
were sexist attitudes and actions,
specifically related to two fraternity
parties, but generally related to
that elusive cultural force and
plague: sexism. I was asked by
men and women alike why I was
not protesting injustices as specific
as sexist cigarette ads or as
general as society at large.
Well, I really cannot Understand why my being (a person and
the action of being) in front of a
fraternity party called "KAMANA
WANA LAYA" in a physically and
mentally real (i.e. existent) college
in a physically and mentally real
(i.e. existent) society and world and
with a real reason was somehow
regarded as unreal or petty or
non-existent on a larger scale.
Many schizophrenic
attitudes
about reality (what was really
happening) were
haphazardly
projected onto me.
Trinity is not isolated from the
real world. And so, it is here that a
number of serious changes must
occur: changes in the way women
perceive themselves and one
another, changes in the way men
perceive themselves and one
another, changes in the way men
and women perceive fach other in
the Trinity commuhi'/, which is,
after ail, a part .f tiie world
community.
An institution is built on
individual perceptions, attitudes
It seems that many women (on and actions. As we change these, a
campus) feel they have nothing to healthier and more humane
gain by supporting an issue that, or communitv will evolve.

Letters
cont. from p. 12
editorial for balances, informed
opinion, not an ostentatious display
of the author's memory. So, as I
trot off to look up Gordard and
Trenchdon in the World Book I am
reminded of the words of Darryll
'Duh' Nearbroke, Baltimore cabdriver, who said almost a month
ago "cut the crap."
Humbly yours,
Thomas D. Casey

Sexism Strikes
To the Trinity community -

and "Studio 69" attempts to
"make fun" of an attitude which is,
for me and for many others, far too
prevalent and far too disturbing. I
found it extremely difficult to
accept the suggestion (made to me
by Psi U party-goers countless
times throughout the evening) that
their title was merely a humorous,
harmless "play on words." The
implications of 'the words are too
real, too painful for me to ignore. I
realize that Psi U and CROW are
not the sole participants in and
perpetuators of abusive and intimidating language and behavior, and,
yet, I could not help but to take
advantage of the very opportune
occasion(s) presented to me last
night by these.two parties.
What I am discussing here is
the level of cprnmunication on
which Psi U and CROW are operating. "Kamana Wana Laya" or
Come On, I Want To Lay You is an
overt sexual come-on. Although the
clever use of words shows an effort
to disguise their desired effect, the
true message of these words comes
across loud and clear. The title of
CROW's party, "Studio 69," was,
to some people I talked with,
ambiguous. I was told that the
number 69 was chosen in tribute to
the year 1969, when women first
attended Trinity as undergraduates. I am also aware that the
number 69 symbolizes a sexual ach
I am inclined to believe that the
latter significance of this number
was taken jnto consideration by the
members of CROW.

very fnuch alive. I also think that
the language fosters myths about
men and women, myths wliich ]
would like to see questioned and, if
possible, eradicated. It is essential
that we, as responsible human
beings, reflect on our own words
and actions, thinking out the full
range of interprestation.
I do not wish to be regarded and
approached as a sexual abject.
Although I am a woman, I am not
speaking from an exclusively feminine perspective. This issue involves men and women alike. The
strong support of the reaction to
the parties came equally from men
and women. The partygoers were
men and women. It is obvious that
the problem involves us all.
The question now is "Where do
we go fri/in here?" I do not know
what results, if any, will emerge as
a consequence of the action which
I, my friends, and various other
concerned Trinity students, faculty, and administrators took on
Saturday night. I hope that our
bringing this issue into the open
has encouraged and will continue
to cause some serious thinking
about some very serious matters.

,,-J wr .d like to explain the
reasons ;ov the reaction to two
parti s given last Saturday night.
On; party, sponsoroed by Psi
tlpsilon, was called "Kamana
Wana Laya;" the other, put on by
CROW, was called "Studio 69."
I believe, quite frankly and
quite firmly, that these names are
manifestations of an attitude endemic not only in the Trinity
community but also in the world at
large. The attitude to which I
address myself is one which arises
With hopes of a more humane,
from an unquestioned and, all too
more egalitarian world,
often, unchallenged view of male/
Lauren Kaufmann
female sexuality. The viewpoint
expressed through fhe names of
To The Trinity Community.
these parties and by numerous
students with whom I discussed the
I would like to make a formal
issues (our reaction to the parties)
protest against two fraternity parwas one which objectified human
ties that were given fiis past
beings, making us into sexual
It is my belief that abusive weekend. One entitled '"Kamana
things to be used, abused and who
language of the sort displayed by Wana Laya" (Come on I want to lay
knows what else...
Furthermore, the choice of these two groups is reflective of you) the other 'Studio 69" (A
cont. on ?„ 14
these titles, "Kamana Wana Laya" attitudes and behavior which are
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Announcements
Physics Seminar
Professjor Brooke Gregory of the
Trinity Physics Department will
give a seminar "Magnetic Measurements! of 'Giant Vortices' in
Superconductors" on Wednesday,
October 10 at 4:00 p.m. in room 203
of the M^Goolc Science Building.
Refreshments precedingiecture. '•

Cliess Club

get tenured? When is the decision j bieri Center/.Rome Campus promade? How is the final decision j gram for the spring semester 1980,
reached; what is involved in the j Information and application matprocess? Find out on THURSDAY! erials are available from the secreNIGHT, OCT. 11, in WEAN; tary in the IDP office at 76 Vernori
LOUNGE, at 7:30, President Lock-'! Street. Please apply as early as
wood, Dean DeRocco, and faculty > possible; the deadline is November
i
members will be present to answer j 2,1979.
questions. Take advantage of this i
opportunity!!
'
•i

Airline Coupons

Christian Fellowship'

Students interested in any one
of these programs for Trinity Term
1980 should consult with Joanne
Miller, Registrar. Applications are
due by October 30.

Drew University
Students interested in internships and political science courses
taught at Drew University in
Washington, D.C. are welcome to
apply. The deadline is in early
November and information is available in the Registrar's Office.

Henry DcPhillips of the Chemistry
Department will speak this lnursday, October 11 at,'7:30. All are
cordially invited to attend.

Cave Discussions
A great new thing has
started at Trinity - informal talks
among students and faculty concerning big issues in the news.
Meetings are at ' 4 p.m. each
Tuesday in the Cave. Thus far Jack
Chatfield and Jay West have
helped consider what lies behind
current U.S. - Cuban - Soviet
relations. All are welcome to
attend,

Period? (Barbados, perhaps?) We
have two 50 percent airline couThe Trinity Christian Fellow-,'
pons, one American and one
The Trinity Chess Club is now ship will meet weekly in Goodwin' United, available. They could save
meeting Iregularly on Wednesday Lounge (near Cinestudio) at 7:30, you a lot of money on your general
:
evenings at 7:00 p.m. in Goodwin p"m. on Thursdays.
exodus from the College! Call
Lounge. : Everyone is invited to
249-2763 or see David Beers or
Have you ever wondered what
attend. Please bring a set if you
Margaret Evans.
* it's like to help publish a magahave one. If you have any questions
zine? Work in a graphic design
concerning the club, contact John
firm? Or attend a pre-trial hearing
Want to talk about being gay?
Mattar at 524-1909 or Post Office
Country Dance in Connecticut
with a lawyer. There were some of Unsure of your sexuality? Want to
Box 1189.
"
will hold a traditional New England
Country Dance on Friday, October
Hartford Neighborhod Centers ithc experiences of students involv- meet other gay men and lesbians?
19, at 8:00 P.M. Live fiddle music (Mitchell House), located at 38 ed in last year's Trinity College Write EROS, the Trinity support
by Whiskey Before Breakfast, Lawrence Street (walking distance Spring Career Externship Pro- • group for gay men and lesbians.
caller - Ralph Sweet, At St. James from Trinity), is seeking volunteers ;gram, sponsored jointly by Career Write Campus Box 1373, c/o
Find out the political/economic Episcopal Church, 1018 Farming- to help establish and conduct Counseling and Alumni Relations.
EROS. All replies are confidential.
story behind the Twinkies wrapper, ton Ave., West Hartford. Begin- aftcr-schopl educational and recre- . Again this year, the Career
and what local groups are doing to ners and singles are welcome. For ational groups for elementary Counseling Office will be coordinfight high food prices. Come to a ' more information, call 677-6619.
school children. Training sessions ating this program, Externships
Food for People Film Festival on '
on Mondays from 2:30 - 4:30. are non-credit, volunteer experiThere will be an AIESEC
Wednesday, October 17th at 4:00 :
Please call Carl Brown at 522-2129 ences designed to introduce stu-;
meeting
on Tues., Oct. 9, at 7:30 in
p.m., in the Life Sciences Auditoror contact the Internship Office for cjents to career fields for approxthe conference room. The regicial,
ium. Sponsored by ConnPIRG.
more information.
imately one working week during
up-coming marketing appointthe Spring vacation period, March
On Tuesday, October 16, at 7:00
ments, and other important busi24 to April 4,1980.
p.m., a short informal meeting will
ness will be discussed, MemberOn Wednesday, October 10 at
ship forms will be handed out.
Although tenure decisions af- be held in the Alumni Lounge for
Several programs (focused, 3:00 p.m. in Wean Lounge, there
fect all of us in one way or another, those students who would like
will be a meeting for all satudents
most of us remain ignorant as to information about Trinity's pro- respectively, on national governinterested in participating in the
how the te.iure system works at gram in Rome. Dr. Campo, the ment, urban affairs, economic
Trinity. Many students don't real- director, and students who were policy, foreign policy, justice and 1979 Spring Career Externship
ize, for example, that when a enrolled in the spring of 1979 will American studies) are sponsored in Program.
The Newman Apostolate Cathoprofessor is denied tenure, he/she be there to answer questions. Washington, D.C. by the American
lic Mass will be held only on Satcan only remain at Trinity for one Slides will be shown.
University each term. Trinity may
urday October 12, at S:00 p.m., in
more year. Who makes the decision ;
• Alpha Delta Phi presents an- the Chapel. No service will be held
Students at Trinity may now ngminate students to participate in
of whether or not a professor will apply for participation in the Bar- these programs.
other year of "Fireside Chats." D r v Sunday, October 13, at 1:15.

Externships

Country Dance

Gay Support

Volunteers Needed

ConnPIRG News

AIESEC

Barbieri Center

Tenure Issues

Washington

Saturday Mass

Fireside Chats

Letters to the Editor
cont.fromp. 13
sexual position). While some found;
these names to be "funny" I
found them to be utterly disgusting •
and blatantly sexist.
These party/themes unfortunately were but two specific \
instances of harmful attitude which
is prevelant on this campus. One:
can only hope that people will wake
up and realize the destructive and
insidious nature of thjs problem.
Sincerely,'
' Suzanne L.N. Blancaflor,'80i
To the editor,

sexual titles: KAMANA WANNA
LAYA (COMB ON, I WANT TO
LAY YOU), and Studio 69 (a
numerical symbol implying sexual
intercourse), Several individuals
printed up and, handed out mimeo
sheets maintaining that this was "a
blatant symptom of pervasive
sexism." Have you thought about
this? We call you to consider this
issue now.
.
The specific jnstance of a
party's title i&j not the real issue
here. The heart of the matter is the
broader problem of objectifying
sexuality and "people, which this
instance exemplifies. The culturally accepted concept of "let it all
hang out" really boils down to
treating people and a deeply
intimate interaction between them
r
as things.
•
Ar you a "thing," or are you a
person? Consider the matter

I wish to support those whoi
protested the advertising of the!
Saturday night parties at Cro and|
Psi-U. Many people will undoub-i
edly misinterpret this protest as ai
moral judgment on the so£ial life at
Trinity, but this is not the case. The;
parties themselves were not an:
Douglas Duberstein
issue; only the invitations posted in;
Peter Smith
Mather were, and justifiably so.i
.
*
Janet
Rathbun
These invitations were undeniably
sexist. They were impersonal in
that they were not aimed at womeri
as women, but at women as! To the Editor:
objects. They therefore showed a
The recent proliferation of
lack of1 the respect which. • all
offensive machines in the game
persons should show one another. I
I room- here at Trinity is a source of
hope that in the future, similar
. concern to all good quarter*carrying
examples of disrespect will not be
patrons. While we were all exseen at Trirjity,
• tremely relieved to see the sexist
Playboy pinbali machine removed,
Sincerely,' we know that this alone is not
Gavin Reardori enough.
Dear Sirs,
It's time for someone to speak
out against the blatant^racism of
We, as co-leaders of the Trinity Space Invaders. There is a tremenChristian Fellowship, would like to dous need for someone to clothe
call your attention to an important the scarcely > clad woman who
issues. Two fraternities publicized adorns Neptune. The League for
their parties this past week with the the Prevention of Cruelty to Pins

Finbail Pin-up

should rally its forces to close the
.bowling alley.
The removal of the Playboy
machine was one small step for
women at Trinity and one giant
leap for ridiculousness.
Sincerely,
Joe Troiano
Dear Sirs;
So, at one time you nearly went
to Outward Bound School... but
ended up at Daytona Beach instead. That's not surprising, but
you might call it hum-drum.
If you do decide, at some point
in your career, that you may have
had enouuugh of TC, I'd encourage you to jump on back and
consider doing something different
for a while. The ranks of those
souls at this college who almost
took a year off, who almost took a
term abroad, who almost went on
Outward Bound, has certainly
included a significant portion of the
student body.
On August 3 MOBS course no.
I l l was picked up at the Duluth
bus terminal and driven 60 miles
North to Ely. Landed that night at a,
grassy drop sight about a mile from
the water. By the time Tanner
Brigade got organized, the sun was
well past setting and we had a
challenge before us.
'
My group was composed of
eight adults, four male and four,
female, with a 28 year old brigade
leader (Debby). Four of us were
students, three being from midwestern universities. One of us was
a college drop-out, another was a
Texas cow-boy (yeah, this guy had
a ranch, and cattie and everything,
down in Claude, Texas).

There were four aluminum amount.of investigation, done by
caijoes to be carried, two food many last year, yielded the answer
packs, an equipment pack and four from the library staff that the
peisonal packs between the eight, •buzzer is a backup and aid to the
of us. We were pointed towards a fire alarm and must not and will
pottage trail, nothing but a small, not, therefore, be changed. (Mr.
opening in a dark and ominous Emerick, correct me if I'm wrong.)
wilderness.
Secondly, jokes told at someone
jit must have taken a couple of else's expenses generally have one
hoiirs to get assembled down at the thing in common: although they
waiterside, not surprising consider- may be funny at first, they ineviing we were fully loaded with tably become boring, stale, and
canoes weighing close to 80 lbs, .cliched. (How many what-evcr-youan<J food packs weighing close to 90 wants docs it take to screw in a
(nearly as much as some of the1 lightbulb?) Not that I really give a
"damn, but preppie jokes have
wojnen).
•Playing beach ball and tennis in- fallen into that category. Yes. you
Paytoria may be more appealing can now run out and purchase an
than shouldering over rugged "Are you a Preppy?" poster to go
Mirhnesota terrain in the middle, of Tight next to your "Arc you a
the, night with an Outward Bound Nurd?" poster. (If you want to see
canoe. But I think that one can 'some classic preppie humour, see
cojjne away from the latter exper- the Tripod's April Fool's issue
ience with a kind of "cosmic con- (4-1-76). Preppie humor has besciousness" which is unavailable come a nice safe way to see one s
on the Florida beaches and • in humor in print. There is no miliMiami night clubs. Dropping out of i tant preppie organization to defend
the materialist society is a viable their rights.
alternative for anyone wishing to
Basically, my point is this:
gain some perspective on a life WHO CARES what someone else
style that can sometimes be wears or reads? Preoccupation with
stultifying.
Yours truly,
these subjects suggests a feeble or
Jeffrey Granfield
unoccupied mind not involved with
anything of greater importance.
AlthougbrtI"lfat&**Mr. Coolers
dictionary skills with an A plus. I
To the editors,
would have (to give him a D for
I will make this as brief as humor. (No grade 'inflation here,
possible, as it is not a subject of baby.)
great merit. (Besides, we have to
Concluding;. 1 would say. CONput up with Eric Grevstad every FUCIOUS SAY: IF YOU CANT BF
week, so who needs more amateru- FUNNY, AT LEAST BE ORIGIish humor?)
NAL.
Sincerely ('.').
Regarding the letter of last
William Rogers, I1) w ho cures?
issue (Vol. 78, 4; 10-2-79), firstly, I
seriously doubt that Mr. Cooky's P.S. Try lampooning the SGA or
intention was to write a tetter about Peter Bain. That seems u> be i»
the library buzzer. A minimal vogue- this week.

Humor?
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WRTC Plagued by Whether to
Serve Students or Community
Italia objected to Rogers' decision
to cut one rock show and replace it
with jazz and to the scheduling of
The problems at the Station "Alien Rock" shows which Italia
appear to be partially the result of a described as being listened to by
power struggle and personality "weirdo creeps."
conflicts. The struggle appears to
Rogers stated his firm belief
be between Italia and Quigley on
that WRTC has to program
one side and Rogers and Paine on
alternative radio for the Hartford
the other. The crux of the dispute
community and the students, "I
seems to be over the programming
don't think Trinity's radio station
policy that Rogers directs. Italia
should program for the students;
believes that the station should aim
we have to serve the students by
its programming at the student
giving them broadcast experience.1'
body instead of the Hartford
He mentioned that there are 25
community. Italia commented, "if
stations that play rock and can be
it's going to be here to serve the picked up in Hartford.
Hartford community let the
Another area of contention is
Hartford community pay for it." the use of non-students by the
cont. from p. 1

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF BUSINESS
M.B.A.
ALL MAJORS AND FIELDS INVITED COME TO OUR MEETINGS TO HEAR ABOUT OUR
MBA AND PHD PROGRAMS AND TO ASK ANY
QUESTIONS ABOUT THE CURRICULUM, ADMISSIONS, FINANCIAL AID, AND CAREER OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING FIELDS
OFMANAGMENT:
HEALTH ADMINISTRATION
FINANCE

MARKETING
GENERALMANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING

PUBLIC AND NON PROFIT
HUMAN RESOURCES
ECONOMICS
MANAGEMENT SCIENCE
POLICY

SVSoncSay, O c t o b e r 15
CONTACT CAREER COUNSELING OFFICE FOR SIGN-UPS
(VIWMMWUVWWW

MAIL ORDER

station. According to Italia
fourteen of the thirty-five on the air
positions are filled by non-students.
Rogers contends that the nonstudents are necessary because he
cannot get students to fill undesirable time slots such as the
overnight period.
Because the license of the
station is held by the Trustees of
Trinity College Dean of Students
David Winer and Vice-President
Thomas A. Smith appointed
Wayne Asmus to advise the station.
A'smus sees the main problems at
the station as managerial. These
problems include the weakness of
the position of station manager,
and the lack of written records
about the station's operations.
Asmus said the station is contemplating revisions in its constitution which will increase the
power of the station manager. In
regard to FCC violations Asmus
said, referring to Rogers leaving
the station unattended, "If he is
responsible
he should be
removed."
Dean Winer stressed that the
college is involved "only as far as
college regulations are broken. I
am a firm believer that the
governance
of
student
organizations is an area for the
SGA and the Budget Committee,
Vice President Smith said that the
college's main concern is keeping WRTC's license and that any other
problems are an area of student
concern.
In assessing the situation, Sam
Rogers said that it was "a big
personnel problem, not a power
problem, Italia has thrown our
old garbage at us and I don't
think I'm going to throw back,
it's too bad."
.Quigley said, "I just hope that
as a result of the whole thing that
the station grows a little bit and
becomes a little less apathetic and
a, little more responsive. My whole
reason for leaving was to draw
attention to the situation."

A WRTC studio sits empty, whether this chair should be filled by
students or non-students is a source of debate at the station.

-Stanford MBA
REPRESENTATIVE
COMING TO CAMPUS
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, OCTOBER 17
A representative of the Stanford Graduate School of
Business will be on campus to discuss with interested
students the exceptional educational opportunity of the
Stanford MBA Program.

Appointments may be made through
The Career Counseling Office

The MBA Program is a two-year general management
course of studies designed for men and women who wish
to develop management skills to meet the broad responsibilities required in both the private and public sectors
today and in the future.

C^LARGE SELECTION
I
OF ROCK,
i
JAZZ & BLUES

INTEGRITY 'N MUSIC
pine reoowled ntuMc
LARGESTSELCTION
OF CUTOUTS
IN THE AREA
50* SILAS DEANEHWY.
WETHERS FIELD, CONN. 4

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
STANFORD UNIVERSITY
Stanford, California 94305

563-4405

WEIGHT: 20 lbs.

§

1
I

SIZE: 28"x 28"x 24"

The campus Chair.
® SOLID 1 " HARDWOOD FRAME
Natural Finish

• CANVAS FABRIC SEAT
With Removable Foam Inlay
•B»ack,-TanT-Whit.e, Brown

S
LITERATURE

l

EASY TO DISASSEMBLE 1 $39.95

e

• Plus $3.50 Shipping

i
i
i

Send (pheck or Money Order fo Dept. 10-1T

i

4 Wethersfield Ave.
Hartford, C T 06114
Conn. Residents Add 7% Sales Tax

i
i

- MONEY REFUNDED IF NOT DELIGHTED -

Washington Legislative
Internship Program
If you're a junior or senior with at least a 3.0 average, you can
spend the fall on Capitol Hill earning 16 credits and learning
what practical politics is all abouj:.
You'll work with members of^ongress, government agencies,
and perhaps see Washington—and yourself—in a totally different light.
•
Filing deadline is November 1. To apply, or tor further
information, call (617) 353-2408, or write:
Boston University Washington Legislative Internship Program,
College of Liberal Arts-Room 302, 725 Commonwealth
Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts 02215.

Boston University

Boston University admits students regardless of their race, color, national origin, religion, sex,
age handicap, and veteran status to all its programs and activities. A copy of the University's
complete policy on discrimination is printed in the University catalogueand may be obtained
from the Affirmative Action Officer, 19 Deer6eld Street, Boston, MA 02215
(617/353-4478).

• -
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More Sports

' B A N T A M SPORTS ARENA
Photo Credit Where Credit Is Due
The Tripod erred last week in not providing
an appropriate photo credit for the. Cross Country
photograph of Mr. Magoun supplied by Mr,
Magoun for the article about Mr. Magoun written
by Mr. Magoun. The photo was taken in" 1978 by
Peter T. Evans. Tripod Sports extends its
apologies to Mr. Evans for the oversight.

Schedule Cha nge

Registration
For 2nd Quarter
Physical Education
Lobby of Ferris Athletic Center
Mon-Fri Oct. 15-19
9 AM • 12 PM

•The SoCcer game vs. Tufts, to be played on
Saturday Oct.. 13th, will be played at 11:30 a.m.
instead of the previously announded 1:00 p.m.

Next Week In TRIPOD Sports
• •'• Nextweek Tripod Sports will feature more of
the/same, only better, (Maybe Nancy will write
the Sports Scene). •

Cross Country Splits Week: Now 4-5
by Alex MaRoun

patched on it. "No," said the man,
"they're going over the course."
"Thank God," said Magoun, and
then it dawned on him. "What are
you doing here?," he asked
Wesleyan coach Elmer Swanson.
As it was later explained,
Eastern had expected only the
Trinity women and planned to run
at Trinity later in the season. Officially, the Bantams would not
count the Wesleyan score at
Eastern or the Eastern score at
Trinity.

It was a wet week for the
Bantam Harriers, who perhaps
should have picked up some
pointers on competitive swimming
from Trinity's Ducks. On Wednesday they travelled to Willimantic,
•where
under
the • unusual
meteorological conditions that
spawned the tornado at Windsor'
Locks, the harriers swept their
official meet quite by accident,
Last Saturday, the travelling team
finished their third away meet in
The damage was done however,
•eight days at Williamstown, suf- in that the Cardinals would also be
, fering the worst of terrains but not running in the race over ten
. the worst of results.
kilometers of hilly roads and
puddled fields. Discovering that
;, "Magoun," called Mike Melo Conn. College had a 4:18 freshman
from the rear of the van that was miler eliminated any hope of an
; slowly finding its way to Eastern upset. "Atleast it won't be raining,"
Conn State College in the driving said Magoun as the team reviewed
•uraitti "I understand. Amherst,; the course under partly blue sides*
•' Williams and Wesleyan are also
, running there today.".
Twenty minutes later, thirty
"Uh huh," said the co-captain,
staring out the window
"Yes," said Melo later, "the
course will be ten thousand meters
long . . . "
When the team finally arrived
at 3:00, Magoun arid Doug Brooks
hurried to where Brooks thought
the start should h p e taken place
two ^minutes earlier. "Has the race
started yet?," Magoun asked a
bespectacled man wearing a
windbreaker with a cardinal

f

runners set off across a football
field in a blinding downpour. "I
could barely see through my
glasses," Magoun recalled later,
and all agreed it was the heaviest
rain they'd ever run in. But by the
time the leaders had covered half
of the course, the rain had completely stopped, the clouds were
rapidly disappearing, and Magoun
held second place, well behind
C'.C.'s new star. Dave Wytoff. "I
figured if we had a chance with
Conn. College, I'd have to beat
their top runner from last year, Ted

Fisher, and hope that the rest of the
team would catch at least their
fourth and fifth men. Of course,
now they have Wytoff and nothing
else had gone right, so it was a
surprise victory."
>
At the finish line, Magoun ran
third in 33:14 behind Wytoff
(course record, 32:30) and EConn's
Mike Woltag (33:01), who had run
nearly two minutes behind Magourt
at Amherst. "Well, Mike has his
ups and downs," said an Eastern
spectator, "and today he was really
psyched." After Fisher's fourth,
came much of Wesleyan's team,
led by Ed Suslovic, who lost to the
Bantam co-captain for the first
time in a cross-country race.

Camels. The latter were more
upset with a schedule of five races
in fifteen days, with two more the
following week. "Obviously we've
had a few'-injuries,!'., said their
coach and it was reported that, two
of last year's varsity had dropped
off the team. Trinity coach Ralph
Walde, who has had every problem
except drop-outs, could sympathize
over unhealthy race schedules, but
was not about to give back the
'victory that put the team over .500
for the first- time in thirteen
years. Wald.e drove the team up
to Williamstown last Saturday and
expressed surprise • at the lack of
Bantam injuries. "This is our third
hard meet in eight days arid no one
is complaining. How long is my
luck going to hold up?" Everyone
on the team might have asked that,
for they had picked up three
unexpected victories, and hoped to
take Union at the annual • embarrassment by Williams.1

CC.'s Kevin Shustari made it
three out of the first four for the
Camels.in their dual score against
Trinity. But the next runner was
Bob Williams, who fought^a painful
sidestitch going up all the hills. "I
couldn't push it too hard, but I felt
better than on Saturday," he said
The attitude of hopeful conafter the race. The, Junior also fidence soon evaporated, however,
noted the presence, 'of seven on reaching Lasell Gym; tJnion had
Wesleyan runners uvfront of him, two freshmen from the top.twenty,
"I beat half of them last year," he in the N;Y. State ChanvpiQiiships,
said and looked thoughtfully and Williams is as usual-one of the
toward the finish line, where the best Div. Ill teams in the country.
Bantams were completing a • The course runs over 2.85. miles of
thoroughly surprising 28-31 victory waterlogged golf course, including
over Conn. College. Matt Smith, an unbridged -stream and a couple
Mike Melo, Paul Rasmussen, Doug of spots more suited for breeding
Brooks, Tom McKeown, Dave mosquitoes than running on; There
Muskat and Jay Garrahan swept were added attractions.in a long
the next eight places against the steep hill which -would be run up

Varsity Football Upends Ephmeli

?j

cont, fromp. 20; •';

Freshman Mike Ella goes over for a touchdown that was disallowed because of illegal motion. Two
plays later Palnwr's paw to McNamara made good the scow.
photoby c/)3f , es Ko5vnfielcl

outside for a- 28 yard run. But on
first and goal from the 8 yard line;
the quarterback was sacked, twice;
putting Trinity.. out of. scoring
range. However, Trinity,'unlike its;
opponent, did not let its mishaps
destroy its-spirit.
On its next' possession Trinity
finally managed to put the ball into
the end zone when Pat McNamara
wrestled Gary Palmer's pass out of
the clutches of the Williams
defender in the end zone.
Captain Chuck Tiernan and
Paul Romano each intercepted late
fourth quarter passes to assure the
Trinity victory. Freshman Nick
Bordien was- the highlight of the
special teams, with his spirited
handling of both teams punts. AllAmerican; Pat McNamara played a
phenomenal, game, catching 8
passes while being double- and
triple-teamed. But the key to the
Trinity .triumph was its entire
defensive unit, which kept
Williams\off the scOrebaard and
gladdened jthe' hearts of Trinity
parents,
Next'week the varsity travels to
Middlebury'where they will try la
even up- their_record.

twice, many leaf-covered roots and
• a sharp turn at the edge of a grassy
precipice down which a runner
would roll if he took the turn too
widely,
Thus an air of nervous hysteria
surrounded the Buntams before the
start, and they had a difficult time
of taking the Williams and Union
team strategy huddles very
seriously. What few hopes the Blue
and Gold had lay with Magoun,
and he was laughing the hardest
Off the teams went, out of one of
the college's many courtyards, to
the public golf course where
Magoun, hanging with the leaders,
passed the first mile in 5:03. The
second mile was excruciatingly
slow as the runners, burdened with
soaked sacks and shoes,' struggled
•up the 200 yard hill and then
staggered around the Unfa
Magoun passed two miles in TOiSs
and thirty yards behind another
Ephman (in honor of. Ephraw
Williams,
College
founder)
shutout. A half mile later, Magoun
moved ahead. "When we crossed
the stream again their fifth man,
T e d C o n g d o n , tried fording
straight through it while I went to
the left and jumped over. He never
passed me again."' Williams's first
three tied in 25:51, well ahead of
Union's Licht and Eph-man Phil
Darrow. Jack, Connor kicked past
Magoun for sixth, 26:41 to 26:42.
while the next ten places were
' filled' by purple and maroon shirts
-.Bob;-'"Williams was again second
man for the Bantams, fallowed'by
Melo, Rasmussen, and SmithWilliams knocked off .Union,"18>37,
and did not blank Trinity, 164"
Union also totalled the Blue and
Gojd, 18-45. Np one was injured,
and if Chris Oakley ran without
speed after two and a half weeks
off because of shin splints, he also
ran. without pain. The Bantams
how have until Friday to argue over
who goes to the NESCAC meet at
Tufts on Saturday.

Women's
X-Country
The Trinity women's crosscountry finally became a reali^
Wednesday, when coach Wakle
scraped together- fivj^runners lor
the meet against Eastern Con"
Lanier.Drew helped Kathy Schlem
who had just returned from Ji'
eighth place finish in a Finnish 111
km race, through much of the race
before Schlein went.on to win it »n
22:32. Drew came in seven second1later over the five km course. »fl'
ahead of three Eastern runners
Bailey Johnston and Kelly Higaslu
placed sixth and seventh, and I 1 '
Maiersealed the\ieiorv ••'
making the final s
Trinity.
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Men's Soccer Loses Tough One To
by William BuIIard
A week which began with high
hopes for the 1-1 varsity soccer
team ended quite ignominiously in
a rainout and a bitter defeat.
Babson College brought its 5-01 record and # 2 in the nation (Div.

HI) status to Hartford, but the.
game was washed out by a violent
storm which subsided just as
Babson began its road trip home.
The Bantam's home opener was
therefore delayed until Saturday
morning, when the Purple People
from Williams descended for a

Parent's Day game. Williams was
winlfess going into the confrontation with Trinity, but their 03-1 record did not indicate the topflight iqualiiy of their previous
opponents (UMass, Middlebury,
Dartmouth, and North Adams
State). Although the Ephmen had
rgportedly lost eight starters to
graduation, they are always tough,
aftd on Saturday, they proved to be
more than a match for the booters,
a taking a 3-0 victory that was
closer than the score indicated.
• It was a superb day for soccer,
clear and sunny, although the field
had taken a bit of punishment in
the previous night's rainstorm. The
Bantams chose to go with the wind
(and with the sun at their backs as
well) in the first half, but this

strategy backfired When Willikms
situation led to a point-blank
opened the scoring well into the assault on Adil by a Purple forhalf. A Williams attacker bea\ his ward. Not even the pink flamingo
defender and rifled a low shot into could alter the course of this drive,
the far corner, past a sprawling as it skidded by the goalie's right to
Tom Adil. Advised by Coach make the score 3-0.
Shults to push up and press
Williams, the booters showed some
The Bantams didn't quit, and
life early in the second half, but they brought pressure to bear on
were quite deflated when Williams' the visitor's goalkeeper, but they
tricky No. 19 scored on a were unable to avert the shutout.
tremendous left-footed blast from Again, certain aspects of the team's
about twenty yards to double the play were encouraging, but it is
Purple lead. Again, the defense was impossible to deny the frustration
well prepared, but there was little and pain produced by this second
that could have been done about straight loss to the Purple booters.
this shot, which accelerated past Soccer is above all a game of
Adil's left and into the far corner of opportunities, and until the 1979
the goal. '
• squad begins to take advantage of
Williams* first victory was its chances, results like Saturday's
assured when a confused defensive may become disastrously familiar.

Four Fullbacks: Defense, Team Spirit
Secret To Field Hockey Success
for much of Trinity's success so far Ginny had the talent, it was simply
by Nick Noble
this season, especially in the a question of opportunity," said
Last fall Trinity's Varsity Field
Sheppard. Gardner was,' brilliant
Williams game.
Hockey Team was undefeated with
during pre-season, and' Coach
Williams
fielded
a
fast
and
a 9-0-1 record. That defense, led by
aggressive offensive' team, and Sheppard offered her a choice. "I
MVP fullback Kathy Crawford, set
a Trinity record for fewest shots threatened to end the Trinity told her I'd give, her a shot at
unbeaten streak.|But the fabulous Varsity, but I couldn't guarantee
allowed on a Bantam goal. This fall
the Trinity team is still unbeaten at 'four came through tiine and time her.a whole lot of playing time."
3-0, and their defense is doing last ' again to end potential scoring fjardner agonized for several days
threats by the powerful Purple before finally deciding to stay with
• year's :squad one better.
Ken Savino in action against Williams.
.
the top squad, and she has met all
People.
i
/Already the team has produced
photo by Charles Rosenfieldt:
Francie Plough was an ex- challenges so far this season with a
a pair of shutout victories, and the
plosive ball of fire as she charged measure of excellence that has
stingy Bantam defenders have
allowed only two goals in but three. • the Williams attackers, challenging impressed everyone, "Ginny is
Tuesday, Oct. 9
Women's Varsity Tennis vs. » contests. In their most recent
them for possession* of the ball. really good!" commented Carol
. Brown, 3:00, Away.
. > foray, a 7-0 triumph over Western
Carol McKenzie was coolness McKenzie to Robin Sheppard
under pressure, and !her heads up during' the second half of the
Women's Varsity and JV Field j .Connecticut, Trinity allowed but
hustle
quenched Many a flood of Williams gamei "She's super,"
•One
shot
all
day,
and
it
came
Hockey, vs. Brown,3:00, Away.- .; -|
Williams
offenders. A highlight of agreed the Coach.
. nowhere near the net. In achieving
Thursday, Oct. 11
Men's JV Soccer vs. Coast Guard; >
the game was McKenzie's
"I think Cindy Higgins has
these successes during the first
3:30, HOME.
1
tremendous downfield drive which shown the most improvement over
three contests of the season, the
Women's Varsity and JV Field H peerless protective unit of 1979 is • effectively silenced an enemy the years," says Sheppard. "She
Hockey vs. Smith, 3:30, HOME. : j carving its own niche in the Trinity, threat. Cindy Higgins gave a gets better and better each game
Women's Varsity and JV Tennis • record books, as the best Trinity
demonstration of fancy stickwork she plays." Always a powerful,
which dazzled her opponents from determined player, in recent games
vs. Smith, 3:30, HOME.
;
i Field Hockey defense to be seen on
the north. Her finesse, coupled Higgins has i displayed some
Water Polo vs. UConn, 7:00, 1 the; Summit since the sport first
with her fierce determination, remarkable stickwork, baffling her
arrived here a decade ago.
•
H O M E .
.
•"•••:••.: . ' " . - • ' • |
made short wprk of several opponents. "I don't know why
What is the secret of this
Friday, Oct. 12
JV Football vs. Springfield, 3:00, j
Williams drives. And it was everyone is so surprised," laughed
talented team-, Coach Robin
Awav
" •
nway,
•
.
.
fullback Ginny Gardner who Higgins. "That's the way I always
Sheppard
was
asked?
"ExperWomen's Soccer vs. Mt. Holyoke, i
brought the ball iipfield and set up played in High Schooi.''
4:00, Away.
t ience," she confirms, "and togethforward Lorraine •• deLabry for
Francie Plough is the third
getherness.'' Are there any probTrinity's only goal.
senior of the fabulous four. She
Varsity Football vs. Middlebury ' lems?
Saturday, Oct. 13
"Well," s h e sighs, "I
l'^O Awav
That 1-0 victory was the spent last fall away, and missed out
have three goalies and only one
epitome of what the depth of on Trinity Field Hockey's first taste
Men's Varsity and JV Soccer vs. '
goal; I have four great fullbacks
Trinity's defense could achieve. "It of unbeaten brilliance. But she has
Tufts, 11:30, Away.
! and only two places to play them.
could have been a problem," made some serious contributions to
Men's and Women's' Cross CounMany coaches would give their
admits
Coach Sheppard, "each the latter half of the Bantams'
try at NESACs at Tufts, 11:00.
eye teeth for such problems.
only
playing
a half a game, But it unbeaten skein. "Francie walks
Francie Plough, Carol McKenzie,
Women's Varsity and JV Field
hasn't
been.
They're all so sup- softly but. carries' a Big stick,"
Cindy Higgins, and Ginny Gardner
Hockey vs. Wesleyan,
2:00,.
portive
of
each
other, all four analyzes Sheppaiid. "She's so quiet
are the four fine fullbacks menfullbacks
and
even
the three and unassuming, she looks so meek
Away.
tioned above. It is unquestionably
Women's Varsity Tennis vs. Wesgoalies.
They
go
out
of
their ways and mild. But she surprises people.
their efforts, acknowledges Robin
leyan, 1:30, Away.
to
help
each
other
in
practices,
and She's a terrifically aggressive
Sheppard, that have set the pace
they're the most' vocal supporters player, and has loads of talent."
of each other during games."
"I think that the people who got
Three of the four fullbacks are the worst of the deal, when I
seniors, and the fourth,; Ginny decided to -keep these four on
Gardner, is a junior playing in her Varsity, were the freshmen,"
first Varsity campaign. They are all reflects Sheppard. "There were a
the second half and a defensive
It was a much improved skilled enough to start and finish a' number of good freshman
by Roberta Scherr
breakdown allowed Cardinal JBantam team which met Wesleyan complete game, Sheppard realizes, fullbacks, and my decision may
The Lady Bantams traveled to Turner to score at seven minutes in this match-tip. The offense took but by platooning them, she has come back to hauat me in future
Middletown last Friday to meet into the half. The Bantams got the more shots than in anyother game, achieved an unprecendented years. But I hadi to go with the
Wesleyan Women's Soccer Team momentum going in' the other a fotal of eighteen. The defense measure of .success, and kept experience." ' ;
Does sha mind the delicate
in their third game this season. The direction with shots by AnitaShowed more cooperation and everybody happy in the bargain.
problems posed by:all this depth?
1-1 Trinity team met Wesleyan's 2-1 Yenian at wing and center back better transition than in previous
Carol McKenzie is the senior of "Nope," she says. "They all give so
varsity Cardinals.
Dana Anderson. But it was Beth contests. Goalie Sarah Koeppel
"'WelleVanlcored 1 early, at 8:05 Shipley who sent the. ball pa;st gave her usual outstanding per- the quartet in terms of Varsity much to each other, they'•'re a
in the first half, with a goal off the Cardinal goalie Rubin six minutes, formance with twelve saves. Had it experience. ''Carol is the steadiest: pleasure to work :with,"
Robin Sheppard Is also pleased
head of Cardinal Brennan. Trinity's after Wesleyan's goal.
;• not been for a few key offensive of the four, the most consistent..
And she's a real vocal leader on with the results of her decision.
offense dominated the remainder
Trinity continued to carry the and defensive lapses the Lady
and off the field.'1 A strong, "Everyone depends on :Chos>; four
or the first half with shots from ball down to the Cardinalgoal but Booters would have posted their
aggressive player. MotCeiizie plays fullbacks so Piiiclj, it's -jivi; 3 the
Terry Samdperil, Pam Wilton, and was unable to get it past Rubin who second win of the season.
her best iit tnnst-, pressured halfback a real edge to play inuch
I
Annie Martin. The Bantam defense tallied
thirteen
saves.
In
The Women's Soccer Team situations., whtve she uses her skill moT3 offensive^."'
managed to keep the ball out of the Wesleyan's final offensive driue
scrimmages
the University of and intelligence to give her an
' All for ont: ani one for •'[: its
defensive third for most of the half. they sent the Trinity defense
over her opponents.
dynamic
dofense, togctheness,
Hartford
in
a
rematch
on
Thursday
The rain made the ball hard to sprawling, as they shot their third
, howHver. has u lc H.i spirit, and a willingp ss to
handle, but Trinity's defensive goal into the net with only eight at home, when they hope to repent
combination stayed tough, holding minutes remaining. The Bantams their September 27th win. They h'sloiy oi injury, and her backup is sacrifice, th.it is contributing .,0 the
resourceml O i a i y triumphs of Trinity Field } dcey
the score to 1-0 at the half.
fought hard but were unable to travel to Mount Holycb; on Vr'vLy tin iio.t
for their fourth gar.ie this sta-o :• Ca.vBi! 1 , "I've always known this fait.
Wesieyan came out shooting in change the final 3-1 score.

This Week In Trinity Sports

Women's Soccer Falls To Wesleyan
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More Sports
Last Friday afternoon I served on a panel for Trinity parents discussing College life. When it was
done a father approached me and requested a point-spread and prediction on the outcome of the next
day's football game with Williams. 1 stood silent for a moment, then blurted out a shot-in-the-dark.
"One touchdown," I said. "Us."
I've never been right before. 1 guess I was due.
On Saturday the Trinity Bantams proved themselves, and while they were doing it they found
revenge was sweet. '
.
, (
Scant minutes into the second half the Purple People had the ball at first and goal on Trinity s
four-yard line, and it looked like the Alamo for the Bantams' victory hopes. But the Blue and Gold
gladiators staged their own Thermopylae, and held fast that goal-line stand. On fourth and goal at the
Trinity twelve the Eph-Men went for three, but Pete Hoops rocketed skyward, blocking the kick, and •
the momentum was Trinity's.
,
It was a day of many personal successes providing the impetus for Trinity's team victory:
Freshman Nick Bordieri constantly hustling on every play, and downing a crucial Bantam punt in
the coffin corner.
•
Senior Barry Bucklin finally coming into his own, with 113 yards total offense as a runner and
receiver, and another thirty yard screen pass scamper called back on a penalty.
Captain Chuck Tiernan intercepting a Williams pass on an important series; the heads up play of
Mike Tucci and Paul Romano.
The entire defense playing spectacularly, holding the men from the Berkshires to just 164 total
yardage in the air and on the ground.
Palmer-to-McNamara for the solo touchdown that decided the game.
Pat McNamara back in All-America form with 8 grabs for 80 yards, five ficst downs».and, of course,
the score.
Sorry Carmen, Thanks Pat.

Sports Scene
From
The Summit
by Nick Noble
John Alexandrov
The woman stands there, off to the side of the court, tall and thoughtful, watching. The players
move gracefully across the clay, the little yellow ball traveling hard and straight over the net, back and
forth. Play stops, the woman approaches the two combatants, offering advice in a firm, knowledgeable
voice.
The man crouches a dozen yards behind the practicing offense, clad in a maroon sweatshirt, a
playbook in his right hand. He studies the movement of the offensive line through wire-rimmed
glasses shaded by a crop of dark hair. The play is finished; the players regroup. The man rises and
walks over to the huddle. He leans over and speaks softly to one of the linemen. The player nods and
returns to the line. The man walks back to his place. On his left wrist he wears a silver watch, and on
the band is this inscription: TRINITY 1978 N.E. FOOTBALL CHAMPS.
Ann Pfister and John Alexandrov have something in common: they are Varsity athletes who cannot
. play this year. Last autumn Ann Pfister played in the number four singles position on the Women's
Varsity Tennis Team, posting a highly respectable 7-3 record in dual-match competition, "This year
she would have definitely been somewhere in, the top four," acknowledged Coach Sue McCarthy. But
stress fractures'in her legs have caused Ann Pfister to sit out her sophomore season.
As a senior, John Alexandrov's position is more acute. A starting offensive lineman on last year's
New England Championship Football Team, Alexandrov returned this fall as the only senior on the
forward wall. "He was the epitome of the offensive lineman," said Line Coach Lee Levinson. " H e
provided some real leadership on the field in those early Weeks." But a ruptured disc in John
Alcxandrov's back sidelined him for the '79 season. He will never play football again.
Yet the hand of misfortune has not dampened the spirit or enthusiasm of these two athletes toward
the games they have always loved.
"Officially," says Sue McCarthy,- "Ann is our manager. Unofficially she is an assistant to the
coach, doing an excellent job at evaluating people's play. During practices and games she watches
and makes recommendations, and she helps with strategy. She has been very supportive of me, and
the kids respect her suggestions."
How does Ann Pfister feel? "I had a lot of expectations about this season. Then this happened. It
was a letdown at first, not being able to play. I was apprehensive in the beginning, but this new
arrangement has worked out well.
"Helping out the team gives me an opportunity to see a different Aspect of the game. Instead of
being concerned with myself, I'm watching the other players, thinking more and analyzing,
studying,,:
;
*
"It's really good when the players accept my help. I'm trying-to be a part of the team, contributing
in a n y w a y l e a n . "

• • • • • • .

•

"Ann's great," declares Tennis Captain Wendy Jennings. "She's been incredibly helpful. She
comes to all the games and provides support, encouragement, and advice. She's like Sue's right hand.
We really appreciate all she's doing."
John Alexandrov isn't opening holes for Bantam runners anymore, but he's on hand all the time
helping Line Coach Lee Levinson make sure that the holes are being opened with talented regularity
by the young offensive line.,
'
.
..
• ..
"Unselfish is the word that comes to mind when I think of John," commented Levinson. "It was
important, after he went down, that he still be there. He took it well. It's a young line, and he's a
senior with experience. He's just a real super kid, giving and dedicated." "
John Alexandrov pauses for a moment before remarking on his experience this season. ' 'I like it a
lot," he finally states. "I'm not sitting in my room saying 'I wish I was playing football.' I have the
opportunity to help out my team, even though I can't play,
"The first three or four days after the Doctor told me I shouldn't play anymore, 1 was in a daze.
Football had been my whole life, and then it was gone. But I feel I can contribute something working
with these guys. They're my team, and I can stay a part of them."
•
"John's biggest contribution is with the younger players," adds Levinson. "He's a real leader,
and they look up to him, We have a young line and he's a great help with them. He'll be traveling with
d i e t and the JVs on away games, helping coach their linemen."
Trinity Captain Chuck Tiernan can't say enough good things about his classmate. "John is
incredible. We lost a big offensive leader when he got hurt - the only senior lineman. We have an
inexperienced line and a hew line coach - and John is out there every day, helping kids out with plays,
helping kids out with their thoughts about football.
"He loves the game. It crushed him not to be able to play. But he's really handled it well. He's
what you ioofc for in a football piayer*The team loves him."
The man watches from the bench, intent on the line play. The woman stands at court's edge,
studying volley and return. Two athletes, dedicated to t h f sports they love, each finding their own
special ways to contribute to their teams.
'
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Ducks Desolate
Harvard 16-7
Alumni All-Stars
Awesome On Weekend
by Rich Kaizman
The Ducks were nervous as
they ventured to the coliseum to
confront Harvard. This tension was
present because Trinity, a school of
a mere. 2,200, was facing Harvard,
whose swim team won the Division
I Easterns. Also, the Ducks had
barely squeaked out a two goal win
last year.
At the opening whistle, all the
Duck's.'nervousness dissipated and
they/'played another great game.
Harvard's team was poor and the
Ducks.1 exploited them. They took
advantage of Harvard's bad passing
and lack of ball control; as they
intercepted several passes, and
stole the ball several times. Most of
these plays ended up as scores for
Trinity. A majority of these plays
were made because of Franck
Wobst•'• and his long arms. Ted
Murphy also played tough defense.
Line Collins played super in the
nets as he stopped eleven outside
blasts to put an end to Harvard's
offense.
Besides converting Harvard's
bad plays into scores, Trinity also
scored off deliberate play. One of
their plays is the pick which
worked repeatedly. The Ducks also
"drove" in on goal until it became
an embarrassment. The Ducks
offense did not stop there as their

outside men were continually
grossing their opponents to break
open and score.
The scoring rested on many
arms instead of a few. Rich Katzman, Mike Hinton and Len Adam
led the scoring as they score five,
four and three goals respectively.
Tic Houk and Dave Pike had
singleton tallies. Mike Merin nailed
in one goal and Ed Kaplan scored
. his first professional goal on a
rebound.
On Saturday the Ducks hosted a
'game against the all-star Ducks,
those Ducks that were either a
captain and/ or Most Valuable
Player in the past. Most of the allstars are still actively involved in
water polp . They all came back in
fine shape, ready to play. By the
end of the game the Ducks picked
up several pointers and the all-stars
proved that a bunch of egos can
play well together as a team. The
all-star team consisted of Gene
Shen, the founder of Trinity Water
Polo, and other players from the
class of '77, like Dave Teichmann
and Rob Meyer. Scott McDonald
'78, also came back to compete
against his alma mater. Randy
Brainerd returned as well, along
with Kent Reilly and Rob Calgi, last year's co-captains, who-led
Trinity to their best season ever.
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JV Soccer Now 2-1
by Nick Noble
John Kelly's Junior Varsily
Soccer .squad had their unbeaten
skein snapped at two when they
met up with the Purple People
Eaters of Williams this past Parents
Day.
For the first time this fall a
tlefense managed to hold Peter
Miller, ., the Bantams' powerful

•threat (four gnuls in two games'
scoreless. MeamvhiU;, despite ;i
.stronj.: effort by Him- itmi (.Juki
netmimJer John Simons, the Ir'phMen put three into the goal. u>
blank the Bantams 3-0.
Now 2-1 the JV team takes on
the Coast Guard Cadets this
Thursday, then travels to Tufts on
Saturday to do battle with the
Jumbos.

Intramural Soccer
by Bruce Zawodniak
nipped the Head Hunters 4-2.
Last week's torrential rains
brought about a number of postDKE, frontrunners in the Gold
poned games in the Intramural Division, outlasted the Jones boys
Soccer League. The booters only 4-2 on Thursday, and came back
played seven games in which two the following day to edge AD 4-3 in
shutouts and one forfeit were a close contest. The season has a
recorded. Hurricane, coached by ways to go yet before a champion
Dave Doe, and DKE, led'by Topper will b e ' decided in the playoffs.
Shutt, came out of the 11 team Championship play starts on Monleague with identical 2-0 records. day, October 29, and the overall
Hurricane, the Blue Division Lead- winner will be crowned on October
er, blanked The Force 10-0 and30th.
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More Sports
Unbeaten Field Hockey Wastes West Conn 7-0
Bundy's Hat Trick Highlights Parents Day Contest
by Nick Noble
It had been a frustrating ten
days for Trinity's Varsity Field
Hockey Team. They defeated
Williams 1-0 on a Wednesday, and
then saw their next two games
against Tufts and Amherst washed
off the schedule by torrential rains.
Ten days without a contest to
polish their skills and keep them in
fighting form. Then came Parents
Weekend, and with the parents
came the sunshine.
On a beautiful Saturday
morning, on a soggy field, the
Trinity Bantams took on the West
Conn Field Hockey Squad, and
triumphed 7-0. The victory left
Trinity with a 3-0 record, and it was
their second shut-out in as many
games.
Trinity took control from the
start, mounting charge after charge
on the Western net. Ro Spier got
off four shots before she took a
pass from Dottie Bundy and sent it
home for the first (and technically

the winning) goal of the game!
Spier followed up her first goal
with a second unassisted effort
moments later, to give the.Bantams
a 2-0 lead.
Western made their first of
several attempts to turn the tide in
their favor by starting a long drive
upfield. But Francie Plough Was an
obstacle in their path. She stopped
them cold and gave the ball back to
the Bantams.
Sherry Benzel took the ball up .
the side of the swarth and passed it
into a crowd in front of the
Cowgirls cage.- The ball bounced
around for a while, then Dottie
Bundy tallied- her first of the.
morning, sending a .soft bounding
shot past the enemy keeper.
The game -slowed down considerably for the next fifteen
minutes. Ginny Gardner came up
with a couple .of1 nice defensive
plays, and Trina Abbott missed a
penalty stroke, but for the most
part nothing much happened.
Co-Captain Laurie Fergusson had a fine day. against West Conn, scoring one goal and assisting on
another, as Trinity triumphed 7-0.
.
'
'

rph-

•••,*
Here left wing Sherry Benzel controls the ball, ready to send it up to
forward Lorraine deLabry.
photo by Charles Rosenlield

Then. Western came alive,
utilizing a series of crisp passes to
send the ball in close to the Trinity
goal on the left side. But CoCaptain Lisa Parker
came
swooping in around the right of the
goal mouth to snare the sphere and
send it up to Francie Plough. The
senior fullback smote it squarely,
sending it sailing up to the Trinity
• attack....:.;
.- ...,._ .
. .'.
Dynamite Dottie Bundy took
the ball, faked out a pair of West
Conn defenders, and drove in to
score for her second of the morning. At the half Trinity held a 4-0
lead.
The second half was all Trinity's
power. The Bantams dominated
play everywhere, but tended to get •
careless and sloppy against their
weaker opponents. Its tougher to
sink to an occassion then it is to
rise to one, and the undefeated

"

'

,

•

'

'

•

•

•

Blue and Gold stafs let up a little
when they found that they weren't
being challenged* Although they
fielded some fine individual hockey
players, the Westerners were not
impressive as a team.

photo by Charles Rosentield

way back to Fergusson, however,
and the talented C p-Captain sent it
spinning for Trim's sixth goal.

As the game wound down
Captain Fe'rg helped Trii to its
seventh and last goal, as she came
Lisa Nolen scored her second of off a sustained drive, and flipped
the season, a hard drive from thirty the ball to Dottie Bundy, who
feet out, minutes into the second scored. It was Bundy's third, icing
half. Her post-goal celebrative her second hat trick in three
antics have become a tradition with g a m e s . : • .'..'.. . ...... ..; .-..•-.
this high:scoring defense-person.
Trinity next travels to Brown on
Then Co-Captain
Laurie Tuesday, then hosts the Smith team
Fergusson went into her act. She on Thursday, to begin a tough fourbrought the ball up the right side of game streak. After those two they
the field, hooking around a pair of travel to Wesleyan on Saturday,
Cowgirl defenders trying to and they do battle at Mt. Holyoke
contain her charge. She crossed the the following Tuesday. This stretch
ball in front of the cage, and the of four contests in one week,
Western goal-guard came up with against four fine opponents, could
several saves on a flurry of Bantam make or break a successful Bantam
shots (she had twenty for the whole Field Hockey campaign (weather,
game). Somehow the ball found its of course, permitting.)

Kathy Schlein— A Dedicated Runner
by Bruce Zawodniak
A lot could be said about
Trinity's Kathy Schlejn's five day
trip to Finland, but the fact that she
ran (with a 6 hour jet lag) in an
intercollegiate race the day after
she returned really typifies this
personable
sophomore. a
dedicated runner. She travelled to
Finland with the Central Park
Track Club to participate in a 10
kilometer cross country race on a
course designed and used by '76
Olympic double winner, Lasse
Vireh. Schlein finished ninth in a
field of approximately 150 women
runners over a very hilly 6.2 mile
route. That's pretty good, considering it was only the fourth long
distance race she's ever ran.

The Short Hills native was fortunate to participate in a well-run
high school track program. "Our
school had a lot of All-Americans,"
commented the runners. "The
coaches really knew their stuff.
The kids were nice and the
competition was good." Schlein
used her track experience to the
best of her ability last year as she
placed third in the NESCACS with
. an impressive time of 2:22 in the
880.
.
.
:

stone in her distance career. As a
member of the club, she met world
class runners Liz Levy and Peter
Squires', among others. She praised
the members of the club for the
good advice they gave her and just
for the fact that meeting these
people was an inspiration.
•>

When she found out that the
Central Park T. C. was invited to
go to Finland, Schlein jumped at
the opportunity. Leaving on a
Thursday night two weeks ago, she
The Bantam runner became arrived in Helsinki, the nation's
and site of the '52 Olympics.
interested in distance running this capital
f
'It
was
a whole new experience for
summer through her job in the
Public Relations Department of me," the sophomore related. "I
Revlon in New York City. Every learned more about running, ;and
summer there are 3.5 mile Cor- met Lasse Viren-a really nice guyporate Challenge Races at Central who is a friend of Peter Squires.
• Park with employees from various We even went to Lasse's house and
manufacturers participating. She were really treated well." The
noted, "The races were for fun and entourage of fifteen Americans,
everyone had a good time. I ran in stayed at the Hotel Internationale
two Corporate Challenges and did in Helsinki and ran the race
well in them. I met a lot of people (actually 2, a '/i marathon-13 miles
in the Central Park Track Club, and a 10 km race) in the town of
and they said, 'Hey, why don't you Myrskyla which is an hour norjoin the club.' I did because I theast of Helsinki.
wanted to work out with other
The race attracted over 1,000
runners,"
runners, mostly native Finnish, and

^Athletics arrhofhe-w"to Kathy
Schlein, who first became involved
with sports as a youngster in her
home town, Short Hills, New
Jersey. At age 9, she won the New
Jersey Junior Olympics Standing
Broad Jump in the Bantam
Division. In high school, she played
tennis, basketball and ran track,
and performed equally well in
each. In Basketball, she played
against the awesome 6'8" Anne
Kathy Sehlein's joining that
Donovan, and in track, Schlein ran
mostly sprints - 100, 220, and 440. organization was a, major stepping

was over a grueling cross country
course. Viren won the marathon
while Schlein was the ninth woman

runner to complete the 10 km race. She concentrated more on distance
The Trinity harrier lamented, "The training for the trip. She credits
course was so hard. There were Squires and Bantam X-C Coach
more hills cm it than I've ever seen. Ralph Walde with helping her in
There were a couple of long workouts. "I've learned from
gradual ones and some extremely training injuries that you can't push
ste e'p • hills.. I wasn't ready for yourself too much," she comMountain City;" She enjoyed mented, Schlein also credits her
running on the scenic course which sprinting experience with "giving
meandered through woods,, far- her a strong kick. "Sprinting comes
mlands and multi-colored foliage. naturally to me at the end of a
race," she commented, "I take off
"It was a nice vacation," she at the end no matter how tired I
added. "We ran and went shopping a m . " ' .
.
. ;
.
• . : • • . .
during the day and visited the .*
The New Britain Ave. resident
discotheques at night. The club did
a lot of sight seeing and gave away also watches what she eats. She
a lotof y.S'. T-shirts to the Finnish avoids all fats, butters, red meats
kids .-.; But all in ali, we had a real and junk food and concentrates on
increasing her carbohydrate ingood time." .
take. She feels running makes her
Vacations must come to an end more efficient in her school work
and last. Tuesday night, Kathy as she budgets her time between
Schlein returned to Trinity. The running and the books. Schlein
next day, she and Lanier Drew, an honestly admits, "My best asset as a
equally talented runner, placed 1-2. runner is 'guts' and that I try to
in the pouring rain at Eastern have a good frame of mind when I
Connecticut State College in a 25- run." She added, "I would like to
30 Trinity victory. The race is only know when to slow down or pick
one of three that the Women's up during races, but that comes
Club has this year in its shaky with experience. I've learned a lot,
but I still have a long way to go."
program.
Schlein trains by alternating
Kathy Schlein is a very
between fast and slow workouts dedicated runner - let there be no
and one long run on the weekend doubt about that - and a very nice
to increase her anaerobic capacity. person to boot. • t . .
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Sports
"D" Does The Job As Bantams Upset Williams 7-0
• Palmer-To-McNamara Pass Accounts For Lone Trin Tally
ground and as a result neither
could keep a sustained drive going.
On a crisp autumn afternoon, Both teams completed a total of
before a Parent Day, sell-out only five passes during the entire
crowd, the Trinity Bantams rose to half of this defensive grudge match.
The huge, parent-day crowd,
the occasion and defeated the
Williams Ephmen 7-0 for their first which had been quieted down by
win of this young season. The the lackluster offensive play of the
victory avenged last year's Trbity first half, came alive as they
loss to Williams, their only one of watched the half-time band known
" as the Williams College Rambling,
the '78 campaign.
Williams, two weeks earlier, Scrambling, Ambling, Gambling,
had rushed for 367 yards and Puzzling, Nuzzling, Guzzling,
scored 55 points against Hamilton, Squeaking, Squawking, Staggering/
but their high-powered offense Stumbling, Marching, Macho,
could not muster much of an attack Moo-cow Band. Tie band made
against Trinity's stubborn defense. better moves than either, offense
Trinity's offensive backfield, had displayed in the first half.
As the Trinity players trotted'
which has had trouble running the
ball consistently, started the first back onto Jessee Field, the crowd
half right where it had left off last buzzed with anticipation of a big
week. Junior Gary Palmer, who Trinity second half. They were not
started the game, shared the to be disappointed.
quarterbacking
duties
with
At first it looked like they might'
sophomore Peter Martin. Neither be, however, for on the third play
were highly effective in the first from scrimmage the Bantams
half.
fumbled on their own 24 yard line.
During the first stanza, both Williams marched down inside the
teams chose to keep the ball on the five yard line and had a first and
by Robert Markstein

Trinity's dogged defense proved too much for the men from Williams: [from 1. to r.] Gene Russell,
Bob Grant, Jeff Mather.
'
•
photo by Charles Rosenliehl
goal situation. But the Bantams
held their ground in an inspiring
goal-line stand, high-lighted by a
sensational tackle by Mike Tucci
and a blocked field goal by Peter
Hoops.
When Williams choked, some
of their players frustrations were
let loose, and a small brawl broke
out on the field. This, and the series
of events generated by the hardhitting Trinity defense, roused the
entire Trinity team. On the next
play, running back Barry Bucklin
caught a screen pass and scam-

pered for a 27 yard gain. Although
the Bantams failed to score on the
drive, their offense finally showed
signs of being able to move (he ball.
All the momentum was in Trinity's
favor, and intensity filled the air,
When Trinity next got the ball
back on their own 29 yard line.
they started a sustained drive down
the field with Gary Palmer at the
helm. By mixing up their plays, the

Bantams kept the 'Bpiti'itm^^vce."
Barry Bucklin broke loose urthe
cont. on
16
™ p.
r..~
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Trinity Crews At
Hea d Of Connecticut
Graf, fourth of twenty-one in the
Veteran's singles, with a time of
Trinity Crew kicked off its 20:50.
Women's four, fifth of twenty"unofficial" fall season by
creditable performances in all four.
boats at the Head of the ConVarsity Light Eight, third of
necticut last Sunday, . . '
twenty-five, sixteen seconds behind
As mentioned previously, the • the winner, beating Yale's A and
crew has been fortunate enough in Coast Guard's B boat.
having three new additions to.the
JV Light Eight thirteenth of
coaching staff this yean Burt. twenty-five, a minute behind the
Apfelbaum as Lightweight coach Varsity.
and boatman; Gary Caldwell, who
Heavy Four, tenth of twentyreturns to Trinity as head women's nine, beating all Vail class entries
coach; and Jack Smith as coach of with a time of 18:44.
the Novice Women. Coach Graf is
JV Heavy Eight twelfth of
pleased, saying that Trinity. Crew twenty-eight, followed a second
has never had such experience and later by the Frosh Heavy Eight who
expertise on the coaching staff.
were thirteenth, and then by the
The oarsmen are psyched too. Frosh Light Eight, sixteenth with a
On the men's team, many ex- time of 19:11.
perienced oarsmen have returned,
Trinity's double scullers Doyne
and the seats vacated by graduating and Leavitt came in twelfth of
seniors-have been filled by men nineteen, and the two Women's
from last year's Frosh boats who Eights finished twenty-ninth and
were first and second place winners thirty-fifth
respectively. Their
at the Vail. The women are boating performances were respectable
an experienced four and two eights nonetheless, as they were novice
made up of both experienced and boats competing against varsity.
novice oarswomen.
Trinity Varsity Heavy Eight and
Fall rowing is informal, but the Alumni Eight came in ninth
there are two major races on the and twelfth of sixteen, with times of
calendar. Both are head races, 16:12 and 16:25 respectively. Those
which differ from races in the who beat them were powerhouses
spring in that they are longer (3.5 from such schools and clubs as
miles as opposed to 2000 meters) Penn. Yale, Syracuse, and ihe
and are raced against the clock as Vesper Boat Club.
well as the other boats.
The Crews are psyched for the
The official results of the Head Head of the Charles in Cnmbriuge
of the Connecticut won't,be out on Sunday. October 21. If.you're m
until next week, but the unofficial the area, come early ami picnic and
party while watching the boats go
times and places are as follows:
Coach "Stormin' Norman"
by John Moore

Barry Bncklin scampers for 12 yards to set up Trinity's only and winning TD. Bucklin was good for 113
yards total offense on the afternoon;

.

.

.
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Women'sTennis Triumphu ntlnSta te Finals
by Nick Noble
On Friday and Saturday, six
stalwart Bantam racquet-women
their coach, and their faithful
manager, travelled to Middletown,
Ct. There at Wesley an they
competed in and triumphed at the
Connecticut State Women's Tennis
Championships.
There
at
Wesleyan, for the second consecutive year, Trinity produced the
champions in both the singles and
doubles categories.
Wendy Jennings, Trinity's
number one singles, player, was
seeded first in the Tournament.
The Bantam Captain proceeded
successfully to the finals, where she
defeated Laura Schwartz of UHart
6-3, 6-1.
It was a return to glory for
Captain Jennings, who regained
the State singles crown she first
captured as a sophomore two years
before. Last fall Muffy Rogers
triumphed in the finals for Trinity,
giving the Bantams a three-year
stranglehold on the state singles
title.

Eilleen Kern, usually the
number three player for the'
Hilltoppers, was surprisingly
seeded second in the Tourney. She
lost in the semi-finals to the same.
Laura Schwartz, in an epic- twoand-a-half hour battle which saw
the daring Bantam downed 6-4, 6-7.,7-6.
Martha Brackenridge and
Johanna Pitocchelli form Trinity's
number one doubles duo, and they
were seeded first for the weekend.
But the twins from TJConn upset
them in the semi-finals, so it was up
to Trinity's remaining doubles pair
to save .the day.
Dena Kaplan and Faith Wile ox
usually play number two and
number five singles respectively.
But for the Connecticut Championships, Coach McCarthy saw fit
to make them a doubles team, and,
they came away with the Conn
doubles crown 6-0, 6-2: a decisive,
victory.
Coach Sue McCarthy was'
pleased with the performance of
her players. The Women's Varsity
Tennis Team next takes on Brown,
in Providence, on Tuesday.

Wendy Jennings
photo by Charted Rosen fic/d
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